Abstract

The tree-level amplitude of six massless open strings is computed using the pure spinor formalism. The OPE poles among integrated and unintegrated vertices can be efficiently organized according to the cohomology of pure spinor superspace. The identification and use of these BRST structures and their interplay with the system of equations fulfilled by the generalized Euler integrals allow the full supersymmetric six-point amplitude to be written in compact form. Furthermore, the complete set of extended Bern–Carrasco–Johansson relations are derived from the monodromy properties of the disk world-sheet and explicitly verified for the supersymmetric numerator factors.
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1. Introduction

Elementary particle physics relies on scattering experiments. The physical cross sections, determined by the scattering amplitudes, reflect the properties of underlying interactions. Already at the tree-level, such computations can be quite complicated, especially when a large number of external particles is involved, like in the scattering processes describing multi-jet produc-
tion at hadron colliders. During the last years remarkable progress has been accumulated in our understanding and in our ability to compute scattering amplitudes, both for theoretical and phenomenological purposes, cf. Ref. [1] for a recent account.

Scattering amplitudes in gauge and gravity theories have a remarkably rich yet simple structure, allowing to develop even more powerful tools to understand their behavior. Various relations within or between gravity and gauge theory scattering amplitudes suggest a unification within or between these theories of the sort inherent to string theory, cf. Ref. [2] for a recent review. Some field-theory properties of scattering amplitudes can be easily derived and proven by string theory. One notorious example are the Kawai, Lewellen and Tye (KLT) relations, which express a graviton amplitude as a sum of squares of partial color ordered gluon amplitudes [3]. Another example are the so-called Bern, Carrasco and Johansson (BCJ) relations, which relate various partial color-ordered subamplitudes [4]. These relations have a natural explanation in string theory: they simply are consequences of monodromy properties on the string world-sheet [5,6]. Hence, world-sheet symmetries of string amplitudes turn out to have profound impact on the structure of field-theory amplitudes itself. Therefore, the hidden structures and symmetries of superstring disk scattering amplitudes prove to be useful in revealing properties and symmetries of field-theory amplitudes.

Scattering amplitudes are also of considerable theoretical interest in the framework of a full fledged superstring theory. The pure spinor formalism [7,8] has been useful for quantizing the superstring in Ramond–Ramond backgrounds, and has considerably simplified the computation of multi-loop superstring scattering amplitudes [9–18]. Four- and five-point tree-level [19] amplitudes have been computed in pure spinor superspace and cast into compact form2 in Refs. [15,25].

The pure spinor formalism might also be used to describe $D = 11$ supergravity and M-theory. The BRST cohomology properties of the pure spinor superspace [26] are useful not only to simplify the string amplitudes [15,25] but also has recently been suggested of allowing field-theory amplitudes to be obtained directly [27,28]. Furthermore, the BRST cohomology sheds light on the structure and organization of the terms in higher-point open superstring amplitudes. Hence, it is of fundamental importance to pursue multi-leg amplitude computations in pure spinor superspace and anticipate their underlying symmetries, e.g. by exploiting their BRST cohomology properties.

In this work we show that the color-ordered open superstring six-point disk amplitude computed with the pure spinor formalism is given by

$$A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = (T_{54}T_{32}T_{16})F_1 + (T_{52}T_{43}T_{16})F_2 + (T_{53}T_{42}T_{16})F_3$$

$$+ (T_{123}E_{456})F_4 + (T_{324}E_{561})F_5 + (T_{435}E_{216})F_6 + (T_{325}E_{416})F_7$$

$$+ (T_{124}E_{356})F_8 + (T_{352}E_{416})F_9 + (T_{241}E_{356})F_{10} + (1 \leftrightarrow 5, 2 \leftrightarrow 4).$$

(1.1)

The pure spinor bracket ($\ldots$) was defined in [7] and selects the terms proportional to $(\lambda^m \gamma^6 \theta)(\lambda^r \gamma^6 \theta)(\lambda^s \gamma^6 \theta)(\theta^m n p q r)$, which is the unique element in the cohomology of the BRST charge at ghost number three. The factors of $F_i$ (and their image $F'_i$ under $1 \leftrightarrow 5, 2 \leftrightarrow 4$) denote certain combinations of generalized Euler integrals whose momentum expansions obtained

---

2 In the RNS formalism the five-gluon amplitude has been computed in Refs. [20,21], while the six-gluon amplitude has been computed in Refs. [21–24].
with the methods of [21] are listed in Appendix B. The factors of \([T_{ij}, T_{ijk}, E_{ijk}]\) are pure spinor BRST building blocks whose definitions and properties will be explained in Section 2. The result (1.1) simplifies and extends the RNS computations of [21] to the full supermultiplet. A compact expression for the full six-point superstring amplitude in the \(D = 4\) helicity basis can be found in [22–24]. Using the FORM [29] program described in [30], the six-gluon component expansion of (1.1) can be extracted. In fact, up to the order \(\alpha'\)\(^3\), which is available from the authors upon request, we have explicitly verified that the latter agrees with the result of [21]. Furthermore, the field-theory limit \(\alpha' \to 0\) of (1.1) is:

\[
A_{\text{SYM}}(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \frac{(T_{12}T_{34}T_{56})}{3s_1s_3s_5} + \frac{1}{2}\left(\frac{T_{123}}{s_1t_1} - \frac{T_{231}}{s_2t_1}\right)E_{456} + \text{cyclic}(1 \ldots 6)
\]

\[
= \frac{(T_{12}T_{34}T_{56})}{s_1s_3s_5} + \frac{\langle T_{34}T_{32}T_{16}\rangle}{s_2s_4s_6} + \frac{\langle T_{123}E_{456}\rangle}{s_1t_1} + \frac{\langle T_{231}E_{456}\rangle}{s_2t_1} + \frac{\langle T_{345}E_{216}\rangle}{s_4t_3} + \frac{\langle T_{345}E_{216}\rangle}{s_3t_2} + \frac{\langle T_{234}E_{561}\rangle}{s_2t_2}.
\]

The expression (1.2) agrees with the superspace expression recently proposed based on BRST cohomology [27]. The superspace expressions in (1.2) can be interpreted [27] in terms of Feynman diagrams which use only cubic vertices as discussed in [4]. The diagrams associated with the three terms in the first line of (1.2) – which generate the full amplitude upon cyclic symmetrization – are depicted in Fig. 1.

2. Pure spinor preliminaries

The prescription to compute the massless open superstring six-point tree-level amplitude is given by [7]

\[
A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \left\langle V^1(z_1) V^5(z_5) V^6(z_6) \int dz_2 U^2(z_2) \int dz_3 U^3(z_3) \int dz_4 U^4(z_4) \right\rangle.
\]

(2.1)

where \(V^i(z_i)\) and \(U^i(z_i)\) are the vertex operators with conformal weight zero and one:

\[
V^i(z_i) = \lambda^\alpha(z_i) A^i_\alpha \left( X^i, \theta \right), \quad U^i(z_i) = \partial \theta^\alpha A^i_\alpha + i T^m A^i_m + d_\alpha W^i_\alpha + \frac{1}{2} \mathcal{F}^i_{mn} N^{mn},
\]

(2.2)
and the positions of the unintegrated vertices are fixed by $SL(2,\mathbb{R})$ invariance to arbitrary locations, which in this paper are chosen as $(z_1, z_5, z_6) = (0, 1, \infty)$. The amplitude (2.1) represents the color ordered subamplitude, given by $A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \text{Tr}(T^{a_1} T^{a_2} T^{a_3} T^{a_4} T^{a_5} T^{a_6}) \times A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)$, with the Chan–Paton factors in the adjoint representation.

The operators $[d_\alpha, \Pi^m, \partial \theta^\alpha, \lambda^\alpha, w_\alpha]$ satisfy the OPEs\footnote{For reviews of the pure spinor formalism, see [31,32].}

\begin{align*}
d_\alpha(z) V(w) &\to \frac{k^m V(w)}{z-w}, \\
\Pi^m(z) V(w) &\to \frac{-\gamma^m \partial \theta}{z-w}, \\
\Pi^m(z) \Pi^n(w) &\to \frac{-\eta^{mn}}{(z-w)^2}, \\
d_\alpha(z) \partial \theta^\beta (w) &\to \frac{-\delta^\beta_\alpha}{z-w}, \\
N^{mn}(z) \lambda^\alpha (w) &\to \frac{1}{2} (\lambda \gamma^{mn})^\alpha, \\
N^{mn}(z) N_{pq}(w) &\to \frac{1}{4} \gamma^{mn} \delta_{pq} - \frac{6}{(z-w)^2} \delta^{mn}_{[p} \delta_{q]}.
\end{align*}

where $V(w)$ is an arbitrary conformal weight-zero superfield, $N^{mn} = \frac{1}{2} (\lambda \gamma^{mn})$ are the pure spinor Lorentz currents and the antisymmetrization bracket $[\ldots]$ encompassing $N$ indices is defined to contain an overall $1/N!$. The super-Yang–Mills superfields $[A_\alpha, A_m, W^\alpha, F_{mn}]$ satisfy the equations of motion [33,31]

\begin{align*}
D_\alpha A_\beta + D_\beta A_\alpha &= \gamma^m_{\alpha \beta} A_m, \\
D_\alpha A_m &= (\gamma_m W)_\alpha + k_m A_\alpha, \\
D_\alpha F_{mn} &= 2k_m (\gamma_n W)_\alpha, \\
D_\alpha W^\beta &= \frac{1}{4} (\gamma^{mn})^\beta_\alpha F_{mn},
\end{align*}

and have the following $\theta$-expansions in the gauge $\theta^\alpha A_\alpha = 0$ [34,35],

\begin{align*}
A_\alpha (x, \theta) &= \frac{1}{2} a_m (\gamma^m \theta)_{\alpha} - \frac{1}{3} (\xi \gamma_m \theta)_{\alpha} + \frac{1}{3} F_{mn} (\gamma_p \theta)_{\alpha} (\theta \gamma^{mp} \theta) + \cdots, \\
A_m (x, \theta) &= a_m - (\xi \gamma_m \theta) - \frac{1}{8} (\theta \gamma_m \gamma^{pq} \theta) F_{pq} + \frac{1}{12} (\theta \gamma_m \gamma^{pq} \theta) (\partial_p \xi \gamma_q \theta) + \cdots, \\
W^\alpha (x, \theta) &= \xi^\alpha - \frac{1}{4} (\gamma^m \theta)^\alpha F_{mn} + \frac{1}{4} (\gamma^m \theta)^\alpha (\partial_m \xi \gamma_n \theta) \\
&\quad + \frac{1}{48} (\gamma^m \theta)^\alpha (\theta \gamma_n \gamma^{pq} \theta) \partial_m F_{pq} + \cdots, \\
F_{mn} (x, \theta) &= F_{mn} - 2 (\partial_m \xi \gamma_n \theta) + \frac{1}{4} (\theta \gamma_m \gamma^{pq} \theta) \partial_n [F_{pq} + \cdots.
\end{align*}

where $a_m(x) = e_m e^{ik \cdot x}$, $\xi^\alpha (x) = \chi^\alpha e^{ik \cdot x}$ are the bosonic and fermionic polarizations and $F_{mn} = 2 \partial_{[m} a_{n]}$ is the field strength.
2.1. Six-point kinematic invariants

By using momentum conservation an \( N \)-point amplitude can be written in terms of \( N(N-3)/3 \) kinematic invariants. It is convenient to define \[ s_{ij} = 2\alpha' k_i \cdot k_j, \quad s_i = \alpha' (k_i + k_{i+1})^2, \quad s_{ijk} = s_{ij} + s_{ik} + s_{jk}, \] \[ t_l = \alpha' (k_l + k_{l+1} + k_{l+2})^2, \quad i, j, k = 1, \ldots, 6, \quad l = 1, 2, 3 \] (2.5)
such that all six-point kinematic invariants can be written\(^4\) in terms of \( s_1, \ldots, s_6 \) and \( t_1, t_2, t_3 \).

\[ s_{13} = -s_1 - s_2 + t_1, \quad s_{14} = s_2 + s_5 - t_1 - t_2, \quad s_{15} = -s_5 - s_6 + t_2, \]
\[ s_{24} = -s_2 - s_3 + t_2, \quad s_{25} = s_3 + s_6 - t_2 - t_3, \quad s_{26} = -s_1 - s_6 + t_3, \]
\[ s_{35} = -s_3 - s_4 + t_3, \quad s_{36} = s_1 + s_4 - t_1 - t_3, \quad s_{46} = -s_4 - s_5 + t_1. \] (2.6)
The \( s_i \) and \( t_l \) variables have well-defined transformations under cyclic transformations; \( s_{i+6} = s_i \) and \( t_{l+3} = t_l \). Furthermore, under the worldsheet parity transformation \( 1 \leftrightarrow 5, 2 \leftrightarrow 4 \) (also known as twist) the kinematic invariants \( s_i \) and \( t_l \) transform as
\[ s_1 \leftrightarrow s_4, \quad s_2 \leftrightarrow s_3, \quad s_5 \leftrightarrow s_6, \quad t_1 \leftrightarrow t_3, \quad t_2 \leftrightarrow t_2. \] (2.7)
The six-point amplitude can be shown to be invariant under worldsheet parity, i.e.: \( A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = A(6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) \).

2.2. BRST building blocks

The simple form of the BRST charge in the pure spinor formalism when acting on superfields, \( Q = \lambda^\alpha D_\alpha \), turns out to allow an efficient method to organize the computations. Inspired by the explicit superspace computations of the four- and five-point amplitudes in \[15,25\], this method to handle the computations efficiently consists in identifying the so-called BRST building blocks which transform covariantly under the pure spinor BRST charge.

Using this BRST-covariant organization together with the kinematic pole expansion of the tree-level amplitudes discussed in \[4\], Ansätze for the six- and seven-point super-Yang–Mills amplitudes were presented in \[27\]. In this section more BRST building blocks which appear naturally in the full superstring six-point amplitude will be identified, expanding and improving the set used in \[27\].

The OPEs can be used to define \( L_{ij}, L_{jiki} \) and \( L_{jikili} \) as
\[ V^i(z_i)U^j(z_j) \rightarrow \frac{L_{ij}}{z_{ij}}, \quad L_{ij}(z_i)U^k(z_k) \rightarrow \frac{L_{jiki}}{z_{ik}}, \]
\[ L_{jiki}(z_i)U^l(z_l) \rightarrow \frac{L_{jikili}}{z_{li}}. \] (2.8)
Their explicit expressions are written in Appendix A. It is also convenient to define
\[ D_{ij} = (A^i \cdot A^j), \quad R_{ijk} = D_{ij}(A^k \cdot (k^i + k^j)), \]
\[ O_{ijk} = \frac{1}{2} D_{ij}(k^i \cdot A^k) + \text{antisymmetrization in } i, j, k, \] (2.9)
which are motivated by the residues of \( U^i(z_i)U^j(z_j) \) and \( U^i(z_i)U^j(z_j)U^k(z_k) \) double poles.

\(^4\) From now on we set \( \alpha' = 1/2 \) unless otherwise stated.
Computing the BRST variations of (2.8) one gets [27],

\[ QL_{ij} = -s_{ij} V_i V_j, \] (2.11)

\[ QL_{jiki} = s_{ij}(L_{jk} V_i - L_{ik} V_j + L_{ij} V_k) - s_{ijk} L_{ij} V_k, \] (2.12)

\[ QL_{jikili} = (k_i \cdot k_j)(V_l L_{kj} + L_{kili} V_j) + [(k_i + k_j) \cdot k_k] L_{jiki} + (k_i \cdot k_j) [L_{ik} L_{ji} + L_{il} L_{jk}] + [(k_i + k_j) \cdot k_k] L_{ij} L_{kl}. \] (2.13)

Using the SYM equations of motion it is easy to see that the symmetric piece of \( L_{ij} \) is BRST-exact,

\[ QD_{ij} = L_{ij} + L_{ji} \] (2.14)

which suggests defining the antisymmetric part to be the first composite BRST building block \( T_{ij} \),

\[ T_{ij} \equiv L_{ij} - \frac{1}{2} QD_{ij}, \quad QT_{ij} = -s_{ij} V_i V_j. \] (2.15)

Removing the BRST-exact part of \( L_{ij} \) in the RHS of (2.12) leads to the definition

\[ \tilde{T}_{ijk} = L_{jiki} - s_{ij} \frac{1}{2} [D_{jk} V_i - D_{ik} V_j + D_{ij} V_k] + s_{ijk} \frac{1}{2} D_{ij} V_k. \] (2.16)

Its BRST variation \( Q\tilde{T}_{ijk} = s_{ij} T_{[ij]k} - s_{ijk} T_{[ij]k} \) is written in terms of \( T_{ij} \) instead of \( L_{ij} \), where \([\ldots]\) denotes the cyclic symmetrization of the enclosed indices. Note that \( \tilde{T}_{(ij)k} \) is BRST-exact

\[ QR_{ijk} = \tilde{T}_{ijk} + \tilde{T}_{jik}, \] (2.17)

and therefore we extract the antisymmetric \([ij]\) part of \( \tilde{T}_{ijk} \) as

\[ \tilde{T}_{[ij]k} \equiv \tilde{T}_{ijk} - \frac{1}{2} QR_{ijk}. \] (2.18)

Finally, using the definitions (2.10) and (2.18) it is possible to show that \( O_{ijk} \) obeys

\[ QO_{ijk} = -\tilde{T}_{[ij]k} - \tilde{T}_{[kli]} - \tilde{T}_{[jki]} \] (2.19)

which finally suggests the definition of the next building block \( T_{ijk} \),

\[ T_{ijk} = \tilde{T}_{[ij]k} + \frac{1}{3} QO_{ijk} = \frac{2}{3} \tilde{T}_{[ij]k} - \frac{1}{3} \tilde{T}_{[kli]} - \frac{1}{3} \tilde{T}_{[jki]}, \] (2.20)

which satisfies

\[ QT_{ijk} = s_{ij} T_{[ij]k} - s_{ijk} T_{[ij]k} \] (2.21)

Note from (2.20) that \( T_{ijk} \) has the symmetries of a (2, 1)-hook,

\[ T_{ijk} = T_{[ij]k}, \quad T_{[ijk]} = 0. \] (2.22)

It is also convenient to define

\[ E_{ijk} \equiv \frac{V_i T_{jk}}{s_{jk}} + \frac{T_{ij} V_k}{s_{ij}} \] (2.23)
which is BRST-exact,
\[ E_{ijk} = - \frac{1}{s_{ijk}} Q \left( \frac{T_{ijk}}{s_{ij}} + \frac{T_{kji}}{s_{kj}} \right), \quad Q E_{ijk} = 0. \] (2.24)

Following the same BRST reasoning, the next building block \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \) is defined by
\[
\tilde{T}_{ijkl} \equiv L_{jikili} - \frac{1}{2} \left[ (s_{ijk} - s_{ij})(T_{kl}D_{lj} - T_{lj}D_{kl}) + s_{ij}(T_{jk}D_{il} + T_{jl}D_{ki} - T_{ik}D_{jl} - T_{il}D_{jk}) \right] - \frac{1}{4} \left[ s_{ij}(D_{ik}(L_{jl} + L_{lj}) + D_{il}(L_{jk} + L_{kj})) - (s_{ij} - s_{ijk})D_{ij}(L_{kl} + L_{lk}) \right] - \frac{1}{2} \left[ s_{ijkl}R_{ijkl}V_l + s_{ijk}(R_{ijl}V_k - R_{ijl}V_l) - s_{ij}(R_{jkl}V_l - R_{ikl}V_j + R_{ijkl}V_k) \right] + \frac{1}{3} \left[ s_{ijkl}O_{ijkl}V_l + s_{ijk}(O_{ijl}V_k - O_{ijl}V_l) - s_{ij}(O_{jkl}V_i - O_{ikl}V_j + O_{ijkl}V_k) \right],
\] (2.25)

which satisfies
\[ Q \tilde{T}_{ijkl} = s_{ijkl}T_{ijkl} + s_{ijk}(T_{ijl}V_k - T_{ijk}V_l + T_{ij}T_{kl}) + s_{ij}(V_{\{ij\}}T_{kl} - T_{ij}T_{k|l}). \] (2.26)

The corrections containing \( D_{ij} \) in the second and third lines of (2.25) are required to make the BRST transformation \( QT_{ijkl} \) be written in terms of \( T_{ij} \) and \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \) rather than \( L_{ij} \) and \( L_{jikili} \). Analogously, the \( R_{ij} \) corrections in the fourth line are needed to further rewrite \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \) in terms of \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \) and finally, the \( O_{ijkl} \) corrections in the fifth line of (2.25) allow \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \) to be rewritten in terms of the building block \( T_{ijkl} \) of (2.20). Therefore the RHS of the BRST variation (2.26) is composed only out of building blocks.

Using (2.26) one can show that
\[ Q \tilde{T}_{ij|kl} = Q \tilde{T}_{ij|kl} = Q(\tilde{T}_{ij|kl} + \tilde{T}_{kl|ij}) = 0 \] (2.27)
and we expect that all these combinations are in fact BRST-exact. For example,
\[ \tilde{T}_{ijkl} + \tilde{T}_{ijkl} = Q R_{ijkl} \] (2.28)
where
\[ R_{ijkl} = -R_{ijk} \left[ (k^l + k^j + k^k) \cdot A^l \right] - \frac{1}{4} s_{ij}(D_{ik}D_{jl} + D_{jl}D_{ik}). \] (2.29)

Appropriate redefinitions \( T_{ijkl} = \tilde{T}_{ijkl} + Q(\ldots) \) lead to a building block with four legs which obeys the symmetry properties (2.27) by itself without \( Q \) action:
\[ T_{ij|kl} = T_{ij|kl} + T_{kl|ij} = 0. \] (2.30)

Since \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \) enters the six-point amplitude in the combination \( \langle \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \rangle V_{\{mn\}} = \frac{1}{s_{mn}} \langle \tilde{T}_{ijkl} QT_{mn} \rangle \) only, the BRST exact parts decouple and we can replace \( \tilde{T}_{ijkl} \leftrightarrow T_{ijkl} \) in all instances throughout this work.
3. The six-point amplitude in pure spinor superspace

With the conventions of the previous section, the following open-string six-point subamplitude will be computed

$$A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)$$

$$= \left\{ V^1(z_1)V^5(z_5)V^6(z_6) \int dz_2 \ U^2(z_2) \int dz_3 \ U^3(z_3) \int dz_4 \ U^4(z_4) \right\}. \quad (3.1)$$

It would be reasonable to expect that the full explicit computation of this correlator becomes a rather big and tedious expression to work with. However, we will show there are some simplifying features of the pure spinor formalism which allow for an efficient evaluation of (3.1) leading to a simple and compact result written in pure spinor superspace.

To achieve this simplification, we exploit the interplay between kinematic factors in pure spinor superspace and their associated integrals. They both obey different sets of identities which, when considered together, lead to many cancellations at the superspace level.

Identities among the kinematic factors arise from amplitude’s independence on the order in which the conformal weight-one variables are integrated out [25]. As will become apparent below, an early application of this method reduces the amount of explicit superfield manipulations considerably. Furthermore, the pure spinor computations are best organized using the BRST building-blocks of the previous section, which has the additional benefit of reusing elements from amplitudes with a lower number of legs.

It is convenient to organize the six-point subamplitude in terms of all possible OPE contractions of the integrated vertex operators. Each OPE contribution is associated with its specific kinematic factor and $z_{ij}$ dependent denominator for the worldsheet integration, as in the five-point amplitude of [25]. Using the OPE’s to eliminate the conformal weight-one variables with positions (234) and setting $\alpha' = 1/2$, the subamplitude $A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)$ is written as the sum of 24 single- and ten double-pole integrals$^5$

$$A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)$$

$$= \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^6 |z_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}}$$

$$\times \left\{ \frac{\langle L_{213141} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{21} z_{13} z_{24}} + \frac{\langle L_{213145} V_6 \rangle}{z_{21} z_{31} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{213541} V_6 \rangle}{z_{21} z_{35} z_{41}} + \frac{\langle L_{213545} V_6 \rangle}{z_{21} z_{35} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{253141} V_6 \rangle}{z_{25} z_{31} z_{24}} + \frac{\langle L_{253145} V_6 \rangle}{z_{25} z_{31} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{253541} V_6 \rangle}{z_{25} z_{35} z_{41}} + \frac{\langle L_{253545} V_6 \rangle}{z_{25} z_{35} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{253541} V_1 V_6 \rangle}{z_{25} z_{35} z_{41}} + \frac{\langle L_{243145} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{24} z_{31} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{243451} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{24} z_{43} z_{51}} + \frac{\langle L_{243541} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{24} z_{45} z_{51}} + \frac{\langle L_{233541} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{35} z_{51}} + \frac{\langle L_{233545} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{35} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{233541} V_1 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{35} z_{41}} + \frac{\langle L_{233545} V_1 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{35} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{233541} V_1 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{35} z_{41}} + \frac{\langle L_{233545} V_1 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{35} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{233145} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{31} z_{24}} + \frac{\langle L_{233141} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{31} z_{45}} + \frac{\langle L_{233145} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{31} z_{24}} + \frac{\langle L_{233141} V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_{23} z_{31} z_{45}} \right\}.$$

$^5$ Single- or double-pole integral denote the origin of the $z_i$ dependence, whether they come from the single or double poles in the OPE’s. It is easy to see that the naive number of single-pole integrals in an $N$-point open-string amplitude is $(N - 2)!$. 
Regarding the twenty-four single-pole kinematic factors, fifteen can be obtained by relabelings of the properties of the CFT correlator. In particular, the total derivative equations of Appendix B are not necessary to get BCJ-like relations for the kinematic factors associated to different kinematic poles in the field-theory scattering amplitudes [4]. In string theory, exploiting the independence of the CFT correlator on the order in which the OPE expansions are used one obtains BCJ-like relations for the kinematic factors associated to different hypergeometric integrals [25].

The Bern–Carrasco–Johansson (BCJ) kinematic identities are relations among the kinematic factors associated to different kinematic poles in the field-theory scattering amplitudes [4]. In string theory, exploiting the independence of the CFT correlator on the order in which the OPE expansions are used one obtains BCJ-like relations for the kinematic factors associated to different hypergeometric integrals [25].

For example, one might start the CFT calculation using the OPE’s of $U^2(z_2)$ to integrate out the conformal weight-one variables with $z_2$ dependence. Then the OPE’s of $U^3(z_3)$ and $U^4(z_4)$ can be used in different order to get the $z_3$ and $z_4$ dependencies. The kinematic factors and integrands obtained with the two different orderings of OPE elimination are simply related by relabeling $3 \leftrightarrow 4$ in their analogous expressions for (3.2).

While relabeling the kinematic factors is straightforward, relabeling the $z_{ij}$ dependencies may introduce different single-pole integrals which are not part of the original set of twenty-four obtained with the first ordering. The end result of the CFT correlator being the same, there must be relations which allow them to be expressed in terms of the original integrands. In fact, the partial fraction identities listed in (B.5) provide such relations. For example, the integrand $I_{13} \equiv 1/(z_{25}z_{34}z_{41})$ is relabeled to $1/(z_{25}z_{43}z_{31}) \equiv -I_{52}$, which is not in the original set. But using (B.5) it can be rewritten as

$$I_{52} = I_{13} - I_5,$$  (3.4)

and both $I_{13}$ and $I_5 \equiv 1/(z_{25}z_{31}z_{41})$ are present in (3.2). By considering an augmented set of 63 integrands in Appendix B, all new integrands obtained via relabeling in this BCJ-inspired technique can be rewritten in terms of linear combinations of the original twenty-four integrands.

The last ten double-pole integrals and their kinematic factors will be considered separately below. Regarding the twenty-four single-pole kinematic factors, fifteen can be obtained by $1 \leftrightarrow 5, 2 \leftrightarrow 4$ relabellings of

$$\left\{ \langle L_{213141} V_5 V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{213145} V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{213441} V_5 V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{213445} V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{213541} V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{213545} V_5 V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{233141} V_5 V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{233145} V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{233441} V_5 V_6 \rangle, \langle L_{233445} V_6 \rangle \right\}.$$  (3.3)

The relations must hold for the $(z_{ij}z_{kl}z_{mn})^{-1}$ before doing the $z_2, z_3, z_4$ integration because they refer to the properties of the CFT correlator. In particular, the total derivative equations of Appendix B are not necessary to get BCJ-like relations for the kinematic factors.

This augmented set method can be used to find the $(N-3)!$ basis of integrals for $N$-point amplitude computations [36].
appearing in (3.2). Therefore, subtracting the amplitudes computed with different orderings for the OPE’s gives relations among kinematic factors; where some are originally present in (3.2) while others are simple relabellings of those. It turns out that this method allows the more involved kinematic factors of (3.2) to be expressed in terms of simpler ones through the following BCJ-like kinematic identities

\[
L_{213441} = L_{214131} - L_{213141}, \quad L_{213445} = L_{214535} - L_{213545}, \\
L_{233141} = L_{312141} - L_{213141}, \quad L_{233145} = L_{312145} - L_{213145}, \\
L_{233441} = L_{213141} - L_{312141} + L_{413121} - L_{412131}.
\]

(3.5)

This method is particularly efficient in reducing the amount of work. For example, the explicit computation of \( L_{233441} \) is rather tedious because it involves OPE’s between three integrated vertices \( U^i(z_i) \) among themselves, as opposed to the simpler cases such as \( L_{213141} \) and \( L_{213545} \) where \( U^i(z_i) \) collides with \( V^j(z_j) \).

Therefore the basis from which all 24 single-pole kinematic factors can be obtained by simple relabeling is given by,

\[
\langle L_{213141} V_5 V_6 \rangle, \\
\langle L_{213145} V_6 \rangle = \langle L_{54} L_{2131} V_6 \rangle, \\
\langle L_{213545} V_6 \rangle = \langle L_{3545} L_{12} V_6 \rangle, \\
\langle L_{213541} V_6 \rangle = \langle L_{53} L_{2141} V_6 \rangle.
\]

(3.6)

where the equalities for the last three lines can be show by explicit computations.

3.2. Double-pole integrands and total derivative techniques

Similarly as in the five-point computation, using the SYM equations of motion the kinematic factors of double-pole integrals can be rewritten in such a way as to contain overall factors of \( (1 + s_{ij}) \). These are precisely the factors which cancel the tachyon poles \( (1 + s_{ij})^{-1} \) in double-pole integrals and allow them to be rewritten as linear combinations of single-pole integrals using total derivative relations of Appendix B. However, the six-point amplitude additionally involves integrals with tachyon poles \( (1 + s_{ijk})^{-1} \) in the \( t_i \) variables which are slightly more difficult to cancel.

It will be convenient to separate the double-pole contributions in (3.2) in two distinct sets. Each of the last four terms of (3.2)

\[
\int_0^1 dz_2 \int_0^1 dz_3 \int_0^1 dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^6 z_i^{s_{ij}} \left\{ \frac{\langle L_{233434} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_2 z_3 z_4^2} + \frac{\langle L_{243434} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_2 z_3 z_4^2} + \frac{\langle L_{242434} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_2 z_3 z_4^2} + \frac{\langle L_{232334} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle}{z_2 z_3 z_4^2} \right\}
\]

(3.7)

for itself is proportional to the tachyon pole \( (1 + t_2)^{-1} \) due to the double-pole integrals \( I_{27}, I_{28}, I_{29} \) and \( I_{36} \). After some manipulations which are explained in Appendix B.3, the double-pole contributions of (3.7) become
\[
\int \frac{dz_1}{z_1} \int \frac{dz_2}{z_2} \int \frac{dz_3}{z_3} \prod_{i<j}^{6} \frac{1}{z_i z_j} \left\{ \frac{1}{z_1 z_2} \left( L_{23434} V_1 V_5 V_6 \right) \text{z}_2 \text{z}_{34}^2 + \frac{1}{z_2 z_3} \left( L_{24343} V_1 V_5 V_6 \right) \text{z}_3 \text{z}_{34}^2 + \frac{1}{z_3 z_4} \left( L_{24343} V_1 V_5 V_6 \right) \text{z}_4 \text{z}_{34}^2 \right\}
\]

\[
= (R_{243} V_1 V_5 V_6)(-s_{12} \text{I}_{32} - s_{12} \text{I}_{16} + s_{12} \text{I}_{10} - s_{25} \text{I}_{33} - s_{25} \text{I}_{20} + s_{25} \text{I}_{14})
\]

\[
+ \langle R_{234} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle(-s_{12} \text{I}_{30} + s_{12} \text{I}_{22} + s_{12} \text{I}_{10} - s_{12} \text{I}_{1})
\]

\[
- s_{25} \text{I}_{31} + s_{25} \text{I}_{26} + s_{25} \text{I}_{14} - s_{25} \text{I}_{8})
\]

\[
+ \left[ \left[ D_{34}(k^3 \cdot A^2) + D_{23}(k^2 \cdot A^4) - D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 \right] \{ \text{s}_{14} \text{I}_{30} + \text{s}_{45} \text{I}_{31} \}
\]

\[
- \left[ \left[ D_{34}(k^3 \cdot A^2) - D_{23}(k^2 \cdot A^4) + D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 \right] \{ \text{s}_{13} \text{I}_{32} + \text{s}_{35} \text{I}_{33} \}.
\]

(3.8)

These are simply corrections to the kinematics of the single-pole integrals with \( R_{ijk} \) and \( O_{ijk} \) building blocks.

The other set of double-pole integral contribution from (3.2) is given by

\[
\int \frac{dz_1}{z_1} \int \frac{dz_2}{z_2} \int \frac{dz_3}{z_3} \prod_{i<j}^{6} \frac{1}{z_i z_j} \left\{ \frac{1}{z_1 z_2} \left( L_{21343} V_1 V_5 V_6 \right) \text{z}_2 \text{z}_{34}^2 + \frac{1}{z_2 z_3} \left( L_{25343} V_1 V_5 V_6 \right) \text{z}_3 \text{z}_{34}^2 + \frac{1}{z_3 z_4} \left( L_{24231} V_1 V_5 V_6 \right) \text{z}_4 \text{z}_{34}^2 \right\}
\]

\[
+ \langle L_{24235} V_1 V_6 \rangle \text{z}_{35}^2 + \langle L_{23231} V_1 V_6 \rangle \text{z}_{41}^2 + \langle L_{23245} V_1 V_6 \rangle \text{z}_{45}^2 \right\}.
\]

(3.9)

By doing the explicit OPE computations with the conventions of Section 2 one arrives at

\[
L_{21343} = (1 + s_{34})L_{12} D_{34}, \quad L_{25343} = -(1 + s_{34})L_{52} D_{34}.
\]

\[
L_{22341} = (1 + s_{23})L_{14} D_{23}, \quad L_{23245} = -(1 + s_{23})L_{54} D_{23}.
\]

\[
L_{24231} = (1 + s_{24})L_{13} D_{24}, \quad L_{24243} = -(1 + s_{24})L_{53} D_{24}.
\]

(3.10)

The factors of \((1 + s_{ij})\) in (3.10) cancel all the tachyon poles and allow the application of total derivative relations from Appendix B to rewrite (3.9) using only single-pole integrals.

3.3. The six-point amplitude with BRST building blocks

As explained in the previous subsection, the relations from Appendix B between generalized Euler integrals allow to rewrite the ten double-pole integrals as corrections to the 24 single poles integrals. After going through a long computation one checks that these double-pole corrections are precisely of the form which replace the superfields \( L_{ij} \), \( L_{jiki} \) and \( L_{jikli} \) by their corresponding BRST building blocks \( T_{ij} \), \( T_{ijk} \) and \( T_{ijkl} \) defined in Section 2.2. Furthermore, the resulting integrals accompanying these BRST kinematic factors can be rewritten using the partial fraction solutions (B.5), e.g. \( \langle T_{1234} V_5 V_6 \rangle \{ \text{i}_{30} - \text{i}_{22} - \text{i}_{10} + \text{i}_{1} \} = \langle T_{1234} V_5 V_6 \rangle \text{i}_{61} \), leading to a surprisingly simple answer,

\[
A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
\]

\[
= (T_{1234} V_5 V_6) I_{61} - (T_{1243} V_5 V_6) I_{59} - (T_{1324} V_5 V_6) I_{55} - (T_{1342} V_5 V_6) I_{32}
\]

\[
- (T_{1423} V_5 V_6) I_{51} + (T_{1432} V_5 V_6) I_{30} - (T_{2534} V_1 V_6) I_{43} + (T_{5243} V_1 V_6) I_{40}
\]

\[
+ (T_{5324} V_1 V_6) I_{45} + (T_{5342} V_1 V_6) I_{33} + (T_{5423} V_1 V_6) I_{44} - (T_{5432} V_1 V_6) I_{31}
\]
\[ - (T_{123}T_{45}V_6)I_{60} - (T_{124}T_{35}V_6)I_{58} + (T_{132}T_{45}V_6)I_{25} - (T_{134}T_{25}V_6)I_{52} \]
\[ + (T_{142}T_{35}V_6)I_{19} + (T_{143}T_{25}V_6)I_{13} + (T_{253}T_{14}V_6)I_{49} + (T_{254}T_{13}V_6)I_{53} \]
\[ - (T_{352}T_{14}V_6)I_{23} + (T_{354}T_{12}V_6)I_{57} - (T_{452}T_{13}V_6)I_{17} - (T_{453}T_{12}V_6)I_{11}. \]  

(3.11)

Writing \( \langle T_{ijkl}V_mV_n \rangle = -\langle T_{ijkl} QT_{mn} \rangle/s_{mn} \) and integrating the BRST charge by parts using (2.26), many terms cancel due to the total derivative relations obeyed by the integrals and one arrives at the expression (1.1) presented in Section 1,

\[
A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \langle T_{12}T_{34}T_{56} \rangle F'_1 + \langle T_{54}T_{32}T_{16} \rangle F_1 \\
+ \langle T_{14}T_{23}T_{56} \rangle F'_2 + \langle T_{52}T_{43}T_{16} \rangle F_2 + \langle T_{13}T_{24}T_{56} \rangle F'_3 + \langle T_{53}T_{42}T_{16} \rangle F_3 \\
+ \langle T_{123}E_{456} \rangle F_4 + \langle T_{543}E_{216} \rangle F'_4 + \langle T_{324}E_{561} \rangle F_5 + \langle T_{342}E_{561} \rangle F'_5 \\
+ \langle T_{345}E_{216} \rangle F_6 + \langle T_{231}E_{456} \rangle F'_6 + \langle T_{325}E_{416} \rangle F_7 + \langle T_{341}E_{256} \rangle F'_7 \\
+ \langle T_{124}E_{561} \rangle F_8 + \langle T_{452}E_{316} \rangle F'_8 + \langle T_{352}E_{416} \rangle F_9 + \langle T_{314}E_{256} \rangle F'_9 \\
+ \langle T_{241}E_{561} \rangle F_{10} + \langle T_{425}E_{316} \rangle F'_{10},
\]

(3.12)

where the integrals \( F_i \) and \( F'_i \) are defined by

\[
F_1 = -\frac{s_{13}I_{25} + s_1I_{60}}{s_6}, \quad F'_1 = -\frac{s_{35}I_{57} + s_4I_{11}}{s_5}, \\
F_2 = -\frac{s_{14}I_{13} + s_{13}I_{52}}{s_6}, \quad F'_2 = -\frac{s_{25}I_{49} + s_{35}I_{23}}{s_5}, \\
F_3 = -\frac{s_{14}I_{19} + s_1I_{58}}{s_6}, \quad F'_3 = -\frac{s_{25}I_{53} + s_4I_{17}}{s_5}, \\
F_4 = s_4I_2, \quad F'_4 = -s_1I_4, \quad F_6 = s_1I_{57}, \quad F'_6 = s_4I_{25}, \\
F_7 = s_{14}I_{49}, \quad F'_7 = s_{25}I_{13}, \quad F_8 = s_{35}I_3, \quad F'_8 = -s_{13}I_6, \\
F_9 = s_{14}I_7, \quad F'_9 = -s_{25}I_5, \quad F_{10} = s_{35}I_9, \quad F'_{10} = s_{13}I_{53}, \\
F_5 = s_1I_{62} + s_{13}I_{55} + s_{14}I_{51}, \quad F'_5 = s_1I_{59} + s_{13}I_{52} + s_{14}I_{48}. \]

(3.13)

The explicit \( \alpha' \)-expansions of the integrals \( F_i \) obtained using the methods explained in [21] are written down in Appendix B.

### 3.4. Field theory limit

Plugging in the momenta expansions for the \( F_i, F'_i \) integrals appearing in (1.1) and taking their limit as \( \alpha' \to 0 \) gives the field-theory super-Yang–Mills six-point tree amplitude

\[
ASYM(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \frac{\langle T_{12}T_{34}T_{56} \rangle}{s_1s_3s_5} + \frac{\langle T_{54}T_{32}T_{16} \rangle}{s_2s_4s_6} \\
+ \frac{\langle T_{123}E_{456} \rangle}{s_1t_1} + \frac{\langle T_{543}E_{216} \rangle}{s_4t_3} + \frac{\langle T_{321}E_{456} \rangle}{s_2t_1} + \frac{\langle T_{345}E_{216} \rangle}{s_3t_3} + \frac{\langle T_{432}E_{561} \rangle}{s_3t_2} + \frac{\langle T_{234}E_{561} \rangle}{s_2t_2},
\]

(3.14)

which agrees with the Ansatz proposed in [27], and therefore proves it. To see this first rewrite the six-point expression of [27] using the \( E_{ijk} \) building blocks to obtain
shown in Fig. 4 of the Appendix D.

The explicit mapping is obtained, for example

\[ A_{\text{SYM}}^{\text{ansatz}}(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \frac{\langle T_{12} T_{34} T_{56} \rangle}{s_1 s_3 s_5} + \frac{\langle T_{54} T_{32} T_{16} \rangle}{s_2 s_4 s_6} \]

\[ + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{T_{123} E_{456}}{s_1 t_1} + \frac{T_{234} E_{561}}{s_2 t_2} + \frac{T_{345} E_{612}}{s_3 t_3} + \frac{T_{456} E_{123}}{s_4 t_4} + \frac{T_{561} E_{234}}{s_5 t_5} + \frac{T_{612} E_{345}}{s_6 t_6} \right) \]

\[ - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{T_{126} E_{345}}{s_1 t_3} + \frac{T_{231} E_{456}}{s_2 t_1} + \frac{T_{342} E_{561}}{s_3 t_2} + \frac{T_{453} E_{612}}{s_4 t_3} + \frac{T_{564} E_{123}}{s_5 t_4} + \frac{T_{615} E_{234}}{s_6 t_2} \right). \]

(3.15)

To relate the last two lines of (3.15) with the last line of (3.14) it is sufficient to consider the identities

\[ 0 = \left( Q \left[ \frac{T_{123}}{s_1} + \frac{T_{321}}{s_2} \right] \left( \frac{T_{456}}{s_4} + \frac{T_{654}}{s_5} \right) \right), \quad Q \left[ \frac{T_{123}}{s_1} + \frac{T_{321}}{s_2} \right] = -s_{123} E_{123}, \]

(3.16)

and relabellings of it. Using (3.16) and the momentum conservation relation \( s_{123} = s_{456} \) one obtains, for example

\[ \left( \frac{T_{456}}{s_4} - \frac{T_{654}}{s_5} \right) E_{123} = \left( \frac{T_{123}}{s_1} - \frac{T_{231}}{s_2} \right) E_{456}, \]

(3.17)

which together with its relabellings allow one to prove that (3.15) and (3.14) are equal; \( A_{\text{SYM}}^{\text{ansatz}} = A_{\text{SYM}} \). Each term of the field-theory limit expression (3.14) can be associated to Feynman diagrams which use only three-point vertices as in the arguments of [4]. The explicit mapping is shown in Fig. 4 of the Appendix D.

4. BCJ identities in superspace

In field theory the kinematic factors of an \( N \)-point tree-level gluon amplitude can be re-arranged such that the form of any partial amplitude becomes rather simple. More precisely, kinematic factors corresponding to diagrams with purely cubic interactions can be chosen and any subamplitude is organized as a sum over terms describing these diagrams [4]. The latter are specified by some numerator factors and their corresponding propagator structure. The total number of such numerator factors or channels is given by \((2N - 5)!!\), while the number of independent factors is \((N - 2)!\) [4]. Any contact term may be absorbed into the numerator factors of the diagrams. Moreover, it has been argued in [4], that kinematic numerator identities impose additional constraints. As a consequence in field-theory the number of independent color-ordered \( N \)-point amplitudes at tree-level is \((N - 3)!\) [4]. As demonstrated in [5,6] this result may be easily anticipated from string theory.

4.1. Extended BCJ relations from monodromy relations

After imposing cyclic symmetry, reflection and parity symmetries there are \( \frac{1}{2} (N - 1)! \) different color ordered subamplitudes. Furthermore, after applying Kleiss–Kuijf relations we end up at \((N - 2)!\) independent subamplitudes. As a basis we may choose the following \((N - 2)!\) elements \( A(1, 2, \sigma, \ldots, (N - 1), \sigma, N) \) with the permutation \( \sigma \in S_{N-2} [37,38] \). Hence, for the case of interest with \( N = 6 \) we need to specify 24 subamplitudes and parametrize the latter according to their pole structure, which arises from diagrams with only three-vertices contributing. To each amplitude 14 terms or diagrams contribute. The topological structure of the latter is depicted in the following two figures. For the first amplitude we make the Ansatz...
Fig. 2. Diagrams giving rise to the numerator factor $n_i$.

$$A(1,2,3,4,5,6) = \left[ n_1(2345) + n_2(2345) + n_3(2345) + n_4(2345) + n_5(2345) + n_6(2345) + n_7(2345) + n_8(2345) + n_9(2345) + n_{10}(2345) + n_{11}(2345) + n_{12}(2345) + n_{13}(2345) + n_{14}(2345) + n_{15}(2345) + n_{16}(2345) + n_{17}(2345) + n_{18}(2345) + n_{19}(2345) + n_{20}(2345) + n_{21}(2345) + n_{22}(2345) + n_{23}(2345) \right] \\times \left[ s_{12} s_{34} s_{56} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} \right].$$

(4.1)

with the numerator factors $n_i$. In the remaining 23 subamplitudes we have to take into account, that a numerator factor $n_i$ may contribute to various other subamplitudes. In Figs. 2 and 3 we display diagrams, which give rise to the same numerator factors $n_i$ and $n_j$, respectively. Taking this fact into account yields:

$$A(1,2,3,4,5,6) = \left[ n_1(2354) + n_2(2354) + n_3(2354) + n_4(2354) + n_5(2354) + n_6(2354) + n_7(2354) + n_8(2354) + n_9(2354) + n_{10}(2354) + n_{11}(2354) + n_{12}(2354) + n_{13}(2354) + n_{14}(2354) + n_{15}(2354) + n_{16}(2354) + n_{17}(2354) + n_{18}(2354) + n_{19}(2354) + n_{20}(2354) + n_{21}(2354) + n_{22}(2354) + n_{23}(2354) \right] \\times \left[ s_{12} s_{34} s_{56} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{34} s_{123} + s_{12} s_{35} s_{123} \right].$$

(4.1)

...
The parametrization of the remaining 21 subamplitudes is given in Appendix C. In total we need 7!! = 105 numerator factors \( n_i \) to parametrize the 24 subamplitudes.

Now we shall make use of the monodromy relations, which give rise to non-trivial relations between various different subamplitudes [5,6]. One of these relations reads [6]:

\[
A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) + e^{i\pi s_1} A(2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) + e^{i\pi (s_1 + s_3 + s_4)} A(2, 3, 4, 5, 6) \\
+ e^{i\pi (s_1 + s_3 + s_4)} A(2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = 0.
\]

A complete set can be obtained by permuting all open string labels. In the field-theory limit the equations three numerator factors

\[
\begin{align*}
A(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) & + e^{i\pi s_1} A(2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) \\
& + e^{i\pi (s_1 + s_3 + s_4)} A(2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The remaining 96 triplets can be found in Appendix C. From the imaginary part of the monodromy relations an independent set of 3! \cdot 3 = 18 equations each containing 15 triplets (4.4) can be derived:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_1 &= n_1(2345) - n_4(2345) + n_4(2435), & X_2 &= n_2(2345) - n_5(2345) + n_5(2354), \\
& \vdots & & \vdots \\
X_{99} &= n_4(4532) - n_4(5432) - n_5(4532), & X_{100} &= -n_1(5342) + n_5(3452) - n_6(3452).
\end{align*}
\]

The remaining 16 equations are listed in Appendix C. In relations (4.5) each triplet \( X_i \) is the numerator of a product of \( N - 4 = 2 \) poles \( s_I, s_J \). Eqs. (4.5) imply that the residue of each pole term must vanish, i.e.:

\[
X_i \Big|_{\text{residue}} = 0.
\]

However, the regular part of the triplets \( X_{ij} \), which is proportional to \( s_I s_J \), may be non-vanishing. The choice \( X_i = 0 \) would also be a solution of Eqs. (4.5), but it corresponds to a specific gauge
choice. Eqs. (4.6) correspond to the set of color identities [4]. In fact, these identities give rise to 81 independent kinematic equations relating the 105 numerators $n_i$. Hence, in total there are 24 independent numerators $n_i$. On the other hand, the set of 18 extended BCJ relations (4.5) describes the general constraint on the numerator factors.

As will be demonstrated below, using the field-theory parametrization following from (3.11) together with the hook properties of the pure spinor building blocks $T_{ijk}$ and $T_{ijkl}$ it is possible to easily identify the explicit $(N - 2)!$ basis numerators. The explicit form of the supersymmetric numerator factors $n_i$ in (4.1) can be read off by comparing it with (3.14).

4.2. Basis numerators for $N = 5$

The tree-level amplitude prescription (3.1) from string theory naturally suggests using the $(N - 3)!$ subamplitudes generated by the different orderings of the integrated vertices as a basis, i.e. $A(1, 2\sigma, \ldots, (N - 2)\sigma, N - 1, N)$ with $\sigma \in S_{N - 3}$ and positions $(1, N - 1, N)$ fixed. For example, using the field-theory parametrization following from (3.15), the $(N - 3)! = 2$ basis amplitudes can be written in terms of ten kinematic factors as\(^8\):

$$A_{SYM}(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = \frac{\langle T_{123} V^4 V^5 \rangle}{s_{12345}} - \frac{\langle T_{234} V^1 V^5 \rangle}{s_{23451}} + \frac{\langle L_{12} L_{34} V^5 \rangle}{s_{1234}} + \frac{\langle T_{321} V^4 V^5 \rangle}{s_{2345}} - \frac{\langle T_{432} V^1 V^5 \rangle}{s_{3451}}. $$

$$A_{SYM}(1, 3, 2, 4, 5) = \frac{\langle T_{132} V^4 V^5 \rangle}{s_{1345}} - \frac{\langle T_{324} V^1 V^5 \rangle}{s_{23451}} + \frac{\langle L_{13} L_{24} V^5 \rangle}{s_{1324}} + \frac{\langle T_{231} V^4 V^5 \rangle}{s_{2345}} - \frac{\langle T_{423} V^1 V^5 \rangle}{s_{2451}}. $$

However, the number of independent kinematic factors is $(N - 2)! = 6$ because of the hook symmetries (2.22) of $T_{ijk}$,

$$\langle T_{324} V^1 V^5 \rangle = -\langle T_{234} V^1 V^5 \rangle, \quad \langle T_{231} V^4 V^5 \rangle = -\langle T_{321} V^4 V^5 \rangle,$$

$$\langle T_{132} V^4 V^5 \rangle = \langle T_{123} V^4 V^5 \rangle - \langle T_{321} V^4 V^5 \rangle,$$

$$\langle T_{423} V^1 V^5 \rangle = \langle T_{432} V^1 V^5 \rangle - \langle T_{234} V^1 V^5 \rangle. $$

4.3. Basis numerators for $N = 6$

The six-point subamplitude in the field-theory limit (3.15) is expanded in terms of 14 poles, so the full $(N - 3)! = 6$ basis amplitudes would naively correspond to 84 kinematic factors. However, the pure spinor BRST building block form of the kinematic factors allows one to easily find the basis with $(N - 2)! = 24$ elements, in accord with the monodromy analysis of Section 4.1.

To see this it is convenient to use the field-theory limit of (3.11),

$$A_{SYM}(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) = \frac{\langle (T_{1234} - T_{1243}) V_S V_6 \rangle}{s_{12345}} + \frac{\langle (T_{5432} - T_{5423}) V_1 V_6 \rangle}{s_{23456}}. $$

\(8\) With the notation of [40] one can show that this parametrization leads to the vanishing of four triplets: $X_3 = X_5 = X_7 = n_{14} - n_{12} + n_{13} = 0$ and the extended BCJ identities are satisfied.
is a basis from which all 84 kinematic numerators can be obtained. In fact, the explicit BCJ-like
\[ n_{i(jkl)} \equiv \langle T_{ijkl} \rangle \]
is obtained from the set of 12 triplets defined in (4.4) trivially vanish
\[ \{ n_1(ijk), n_2(ijk), n_3(ijk), n_4(ijk) \} / (ijk) \in \text{perm}(234) \] (4.12)
is a basis from which all 84 kinematic numerators can be obtained. In fact, the explicit BCJ-like
solution reads
\[ n_1(234) = n_4(234) - n_4(243), \quad n_2(234) = n_3(234) - n_3(243), \]
\[ n_5(234) = n_4(234) - n_4(324), \quad n_6(234) = n_4(234) - n_4(324) - n_4(423) + n_4(432), \]
\[ n_7(234) = n_4(234) - n_4(423) - n_4(342) + n_4(432). \] (4.13)
Together with the permutations of (234) (with corresponding equations for \( n'_i(ijk) \)), the solution (4.13) generates 30 \( \oplus 30' \) equations which allow reducing the 84 kinematic factors down to 24. One can also show that using the parametrization given by (4.9) together with the hook properties of \( T_{ijk} \) and \( T_{ijkl} \), 59 triplets defined in (4.4) trivially vanish.
\[ X_i = 0, \quad i = 1, 4–9, 11–13, 16–18, 20, 21, 24, 26–28, 30, 31, 35–39, 42, 52–56, 62, 63, 70–75, 77, 78, 80–82, 84–92, 95–97, 99, 100. \] (4.14)

By applying [30] the 18 extended BCJ’s (4.5) have explicitly been checked to be satisfied using the pure spinor representation (4.11) for the amplitudes in (4.2). In Appendix C it is explicitly shown that using the symmetry properties of \( T_{ijk} \) and \( T_{ijkl} \), the solution to \( X_i = 0 \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 100 \) implies that all 105 numerators \( n_j \) in the Kleiss–Kuijf basis can be expressed in terms of the basis (4.12).
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**Appendix A. The superfields \( L_{211}, L_{2131} \) and \( L_{213141} \)**

Using the OPE’s of Section 2 and a few BRST manipulations together with the SYM equations of motion it follows that \(^9\)

\[
\lim_{z_2 \to z_1} V^1(z_1) U^2(z_2) \to \frac{L_{12}}{z_{12}}, \quad \lim_{z_2 \to z_1} V^1(z_1) U^2(z_2) U^3(z_3) \to \frac{L_{2131}}{z_{21} z_{31}},
\] (A.1)

where [15,25]

\[
L_{12} = A_m^l (\lambda \gamma^m W^2) + V^1 (k^1 \cdot A^2),
\]

\[
L_{2131} = L_{12} \left( (k^1 + k^2) \cdot A^3 \right) + (\lambda \gamma^m W^3) \left[ A_m^l (k^1 \cdot A^2) + A^{ln} \mathcal{F}^{2}_{mn} - (W^1 \gamma^m W^2) \right].
\] (A.2)

Finally, a long computation leads to

\[
\lim_{z_2, z_3, z_4 \to z_1} V^1(z_1) U^2(z_2) U^3(z_3) U^4(z_4) \to \frac{L_{213141}}{z_{21} z_{31} z_{41}}
\] (A.3)

where

\[
L_{213141} = -L_{2131} \left[ A_4 \cdot (k_1 + k_2 + k_3) \right] + (A_3 \cdot (k_1 + k_2)) \times \left[ (A_1 \cdot k_2) A_m^2 - (A_1 \cdot A_2) k_m^2 - A_m^l (A_2 \cdot k_1) + (W_1 \gamma^m W_2) \right] (\lambda \gamma^m W_4)
\]

\[
+ (\lambda \gamma^m W_4) \left[ (A_1 \cdot k_2) (A_2 \cdot A_3) k_m^3 - (A_1 \cdot k_2) (W_2 \gamma^m W_3) \right]
\]

\[
- (A_1 \cdot A_2) (k_2 \cdot A_3) k_m^3 + (A_1 \cdot A_2) (k_2 \cdot k_3) A_m^2 - (A_1 \cdot k_2) (A_2 \cdot k_3) A_m^3
\]

\(^9\) It was pointed out in [15,25] that extracting \( L_{ij} \) and \( L_{ijkl} \) from the \( V^i U^j \) and \( V^i U^j U^k \) OPE’s additionally involve \( Q \) integration by parts. The same happens for \( L_{ijkl} \), but the arising extra terms of schematic form \( s_{ij}(A^k W^i) \), \( s_{ij}(A^k \gamma^l p^q W^l) \) and \( s_{ij}(W^k A^i W^m) \) turn out to cancel in the overall 6 pt amplitude.
\[ + (A_1 \cdot k_3)(k_1 \cdot A_2)A_m^3 - (A_1 \cdot A_3)(k_1 \cdot A_2)k_m^3 + (W_1 \gamma^n W_2)F_{mn}^3 \]
\[ + \frac{1}{4} (W_2 \gamma_{pq} \gamma_m W_3)F_{1pq}^m - \frac{1}{4} (W_1 \gamma_{pq} \gamma_m W_3)F_{2pq}^m + (W_1 \gamma_m W_3)(k_1 \cdot A_2) \]. (A.4)

Appendix B. Six-point integrals

A direct computation of the six-point amplitude with the pure spinor formalism requires 34 triple integrals of the form
\[ \mathcal{I}_k = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^6 z_{ij}^{-s_{ij}} I_k, \] (B.1)
where \( I_k, k = 1, \ldots, 34 \) will be written below. However, it is convenient to consider an augmented set of 63 integrals by including \( I_k, k = 35, \ldots, 63 \) which allow the definition of a system of equations which can be used to simplify the amplitude considerably. This convenient set of \( \{ I_k \} \) is given by
\[
\begin{align*}
I_1 &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{31}z_{41}}, & I_2 &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{31}z_{45}}, & I_3 &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{35}z_{41}}, & I_4 &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{35}z_{45}} , \\
I_5 &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{31}z_{41}}, & I_6 &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{31}z_{45}}, & I_7 &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{35}z_{41}}, & I_8 &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{35}z_{45}}, \\
I_9 &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{34}}, & I_{10} &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{34}z_{41}}, & I_{11} &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{34}z_{45}}, & I_{12} &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{34}} , \\
I_{13} &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{34}z_{41}}, & I_{14} &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{34}z_{45}}, & I_{15} &= \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{24}}, & I_{16} &= \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{24}z_{41}} , \\
I_{17} &= \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{24}z_{45}}, & I_{18} &= \frac{1}{z_{35}z_{24}}, & I_{19} &= \frac{1}{z_{35}z_{24}z_{41}}, & I_{20} &= \frac{1}{z_{35}z_{24}z_{45}} , \\
I_{21} &= \frac{1}{z_{41}z_{23}z_{23}}, & I_{22} &= \frac{1}{z_{41}z_{23}z_{31}}, & I_{23} &= \frac{1}{z_{41}z_{23}z_{35}}, & I_{24} &= \frac{1}{z_{45}z_{23}}, \\
I_{25} &= \frac{1}{z_{45}z_{23}z_{31}}, & I_{26} &= \frac{1}{z_{45}z_{23}z_{35}}, & I_{27} &= \frac{1}{z_{33}z_{24}z_{34}}, & I_{28} &= \frac{1}{z_{24}z_{34}}, \\
I_{29} &= \frac{1}{z_{34}z_{24}z_{31}} , & I_{30} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{34}z_{41}} , & I_{31} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{34}z_{45}}, & I_{32} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{34}z_{31}} , \\
I_{33} &= \frac{1}{z_{24}z_{34}z_{35}}, & I_{34} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{24}}, & I_{35} &= \frac{1}{z_{24}z_{23}}, & I_{36} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{34}} , \\
I_{37} &= \frac{1}{z_{25}z_{34}z_{35}}, & I_{38} &= \frac{1}{z_{24}z_{34}z_{45}}, & I_{39} &= \frac{1}{z_{24}z_{25}z_{35}}, & I_{40} &= \frac{1}{z_{24}z_{25}z_{34}} , \\
I_{41} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{34}z_{35}}, & I_{42} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{25}z_{45}}, & I_{43} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{25}z_{34}}, & I_{44} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{24}z_{45}} , \\
I_{45} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{23}z_{35}}, & I_{46} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{24}z_{34}}, & I_{47} &= \frac{1}{z_{23}z_{24}z_{25}}, & I_{48} &= \frac{1}{z_{41}z_{24}z_{34}}, \\
I_{49} &= \frac{1}{z_{41}z_{23}z_{25}}, & I_{50} &= \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{31}z_{24}}, & I_{51} &= \frac{1}{z_{41}z_{23}z_{24}}, & I_{52} &= \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{25}z_{34}} .
\]
\[ I_{53} = \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{24}z_{25}}, \quad I_{54} = \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{23}z_{24}}, \quad I_{55} = \frac{1}{z_{31}z_{23}z_{24}}, \quad I_{56} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{31}z_{34}}, \]
\[ I_{57} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{34}z_{35}}, \quad I_{58} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{24}z_{35}}, \quad I_{59} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{24}z_{34}}, \quad I_{60} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{23}z_{45}}, \]
\[ I_{61} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{23}z_{34}}, \quad I_{62} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{23}z_{24}}, \quad I_{63} = \frac{1}{z_{21}z_{41}z_{23}}. \quad (B.2) \]

B.1. Partial fraction identities

It is possible to express \( I_{35}, \ldots, I_{63} \) in terms of \( I_1, \ldots, I_{34} \). To see this one uses the partial fraction relations

\[ \frac{1}{z_{ji}z_{ki}} + \frac{1}{z_{jk}z_{ji}} = \frac{1}{z_{jk}z_{ki}}, \quad (B.3) \]

and multiply each one of them by appropriate factors of \( \frac{1}{z_{ij}} \) to generate the following system of equations:

\[ I_{37} - I_{14} + I_8 = 0, \quad -I_{38} + I_{33} + I_{20} = 0, \quad I_{39} - I_{20} + I_8 = 0, \]
\[ I_{40} - I_{38} + I_{14} = 0, \quad I_{41} - I_{31} + I_{26} = 0, \quad I_{42} - I_{26} + I_8 = 0, \]
\[ I_{43} - I_{41} + I_{37} = 0, \quad I_{44} + I_{38} - I_{31} = 0, \quad I_{45} - I_{41} + I_{33} = 0, \]
\[ I_{46} + I_{28} - I_{27} = 0, \quad I_{46} - I_{36} + I_{34} = 0, \quad -I_{46} + I_{35} + I_{29} = 0, \]
\[ I_{47} - I_{43} + I_{40} = 0, \quad I_{47} - I_{45} + I_{39} = 0, \quad I_{47} - I_{44} + I_{42} = 0, \]
\[ -I_{48} + I_{32} + I_{16} = 0, \quad I_{49} - I_{23} + I_7 = 0, \quad I_{50} - I_{16} + I_1 = 0, \]
\[ I_{51} + I_{48} - I_{30} = 0, \quad I_{52} - I_{13} + I_5 = 0, \quad I_{53} - I_{17} + I_6 = 0, \]
\[ I_{54} - I_{30} + I_{22} = 0, \quad I_{55} - I_{54} + I_{32} = 0, \quad I_{56} - I_{10} + I_1 = 0, \]
\[ I_{57} - I_{11} + I_4 = 0, \quad I_{58} - I_{19} + I_3 = 0, \quad I_{59} - I_{48} + I_{10} = 0, \]
\[ I_{60} - I_{25} + I_2 = 0, \quad I_{61} + I_{56} - I_{54} = 0, \quad I_{62} - I_{61} + I_{59} = 0, \]
\[ I_{62} - I_{55} + I_{50} = 0, \quad I_{63} + I_{62} - I_{51} = 0, \quad I_{63} - I_{22} + I_1 = 0. \quad (B.4) \]

The solution is given by

\[ I_{35} = I_{27} - I_{28} - I_{29}, \quad I_{36} = I_{34} + I_{27} - I_{28}, \quad I_{37} = I_{14} - I_8, \]
\[ I_{38} = I_{33} + I_{20}, \quad I_{39} = I_{20} - I_8, \quad I_{40} = I_{33} + I_{20} - I_{14}, \]
\[ I_{41} = I_{31} - I_{26}, \quad I_{42} = I_{26} - I_8, \quad I_{43} = I_{31} - I_{26} - I_{14} + I_8, \]
\[ I_{44} = I_{31} - I_{33} - I_{20}, \quad I_{45} = I_{31} - I_{26} - I_{33}, \quad I_{46} = I_{27} - I_{28}, \]
\[ I_{47} = I_{31} - I_{33} - I_{20} - I_{26} + I_8, \quad I_{48} = I_{32} + I_{16}, \quad I_{49} = I_{23} - I_7, \]
\[ I_{50} = I_{16} - I_1, \quad I_{51} = I_{30} - I_{32} - I_{16}, \quad I_{52} = I_{13} - I_5, \]
\[ I_{53} = I_{17} - I_6, \quad I_{54} = I_{30} - I_{22}, \quad I_{55} = I_{30} - I_{22} - I_{32}, \]
\[ I_{56} = I_{10} - I_1, \quad I_{57} = I_{11} - I_4, \quad I_{58} = I_{19} - I_3, \]
\[ I_{59} = I_{16} - I_{10} + I_{32}, \quad I_{60} = I_{25} - I_2, \quad I_{61} = I_{30} - I_{22} - I_{10} + I_1, \]
\[ I_{62} = I_1 - I_{16} - I_{22} + I_{30} - I_{32}, \quad I_{63} = I_{22} - I_1. \quad (B.5) \]
B.2. Total derivative relations

With the $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ fixing choice of $(z_1, z_5, z_6) = (0, 1, \infty)$, all the integrals $\mathcal{I}_j$ share the common factor of

$$M(z_2, z_3, z_4) = z_2^{-s_{12}} z_3^{-s_{13}} z_4^{-s_{14}} (z_3 - z_2)^{-s_{23}} (z_4 - z_3)^{-s_{34}} \times (z_4 - z_2)^{-s_{24}} (1 - z_2)^{-s_{25}} (1 - z_3)^{-s_{35}} (1 - z_4)^{-s_{45}}. \quad (B.6)$$

One can obtain additional relations among the integrals using the vanishing of

$$\int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \frac{\partial}{\partial z_I} \left( \frac{M}{z_{ij} z_{kl}} \right) = 0, \quad i, j, k, l \neq I, \quad I = 2, 3, 4, \quad (B.7)$$
$$\int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \frac{\partial}{\partial z_I} \left( \frac{M}{z_{ij} z_{kl}} \right) = 0, \quad j, k, l \neq I, \quad I = 2, 3, 4. \quad (B.8)$$

Eq. (B.7) leads to 27 equations like

$$s_{12}\mathcal{I}_1 + s_{23}\mathcal{I}_{22} + s_{24}\mathcal{I}_{16} + s_{25}\mathcal{I}_5 = 0,$$
$$s_{12}\mathcal{I}_2 + s_{25}\mathcal{I}_{25} + s_{24}\mathcal{I}_{17} + s_{25}\mathcal{I}_6 = 0,$$

etc. Likewise, Eq. (B.8) gives rise to 18 relations,

$$(1 + s_{34})\mathcal{I}_9 = (s_{13} + s_{23})\mathcal{I}_1 + s_{35}\mathcal{I}_4 - (s_{13} + s_{23})\mathcal{I}_{10} - s_{35}\mathcal{I}_{11} - s_{23}\mathcal{I}_{22} + s_{23}\mathcal{I}_{30},$$
$$(1 + s_{34})\mathcal{I}_{12} = s_{13}\mathcal{I}_5 + (s_{23} + s_{35})\mathcal{I}_8 - s_{13}\mathcal{I}_{13} - (s_{23} + s_{35})\mathcal{I}_{14} - s_{23}\mathcal{I}_{26} + s_{23}\mathcal{I}_{31},$$

etc. It is straightforward to show that this system of equations allows all the integrals to be rewritten in terms of a basis containing six elements in agreement with the findings of [21].

B.3. Canceling the tachyon poles

Section 3.2 discusses the double-pole integrals which by themselves introduce spurious tachyon poles. In particular, the four integrals in (3.7) are proportional to $\sim (1 + t_2)^{-1}$ which is not at all obvious to cancel. This appendix explains the mechanisms leading to their cancellation.

Let us first of all plug in the explicit superspace expressions for the kinematic the factors in (3.7):

$$\langle L_{23434} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle \mathcal{I}_{27} + \langle L_{24343} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle \mathcal{I}_{28} + \langle L_{24243} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle \mathcal{I}_{29}
+ \langle L_{23234} V_1 V_5 V_6 \rangle \mathcal{I}_{36}
= \left[ \langle D_{34}(k^2 \cdot A^2) - D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3) \rangle (1 + s_{24} + s_{34})
+ D_{23}(k^2 \cdot A^4)(1 + s_{23} + s_{34}) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 \mathcal{I}_{27}
+ \left[ \langle D_{24}(k^4 \cdot A^2) - D_{34}(k^4 \cdot A^2) \rangle s_{23} - D_{23}(k^3 \cdot A^4)s_{24} \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 \mathcal{I}_{27}
+ \left[ \langle D_{34}(k^4 \cdot A^2) - D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^4) \rangle (1 + s_{23} + s_{34})
+ D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3)(1 + s_{24} + s_{34}) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 \mathcal{I}_{28}
+ \left[ \langle D_{23}(k^3 \cdot A^2) - D_{34}(k^3 \cdot A^2) \rangle s_{24} - D_{24}(k^4 \cdot A^3)s_{23} \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 \mathcal{I}_{28}
+ \left[ D_{24}[A^3 \cdot (k^2 + k^3)] V_1 V_5 V_6 (1 + s_{24}) \mathcal{I}_{29}
- \{ D_{23}[A^4 \cdot (k^2 + k^3)] V_1 V_5 V_6 (1 + s_{23}) \} \mathcal{I}_{36}. \quad (B.9)$$
By virtue of the total derivative equations
\[
(1 + s_{23})I_{36} = s_{24}(I_{28} - I_{27}) + R_1, \quad (1 + s_{24})I_{29} = s_{23}(I_{28} - I_{27}) + R_2
\]
where \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) denote integrals free of tachyonic poles
\[
R_1 = -s_{12}I_{30} + s_{12}I_{22} + s_{12}I_{10} - s_{12}I_1 - s_{25}I_{31} + s_{25}I_{26} + s_{25}I_{14} - s_{25}I_8, \\
R_2 = -s_{12}I_{32} - s_{12}I_{16} + s_{12}I_{10} - s_{25}I_{33} - s_{25}I_{20} + s_{25}I_{14},
\]
the RHS of (B.9) becomes
\[
= \left[ D_{23}(k^2 \cdot A^4) - D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 (1 + s_{23} + s_{24} + s_{34})(I_{27} - I_{28}) \\
+ \left[ D_{34}(k^3 \cdot A^2) V_1 V_5 V_6 \right] (1 + s_{24} + s_{34})I_{27} - s_{24}I_{28} \\
+ (R_{234} V_1 V_5 V_6) R_1 + (R_{243} V_1 V_5 V_6) R_2 \\
+ \left[ D_{34}(k^4 \cdot A^2) V_1 V_5 V_6 \right] (1 + s_{23} + s_{34})I_{28} - s_{23}I_{27}. \tag{B.11}
\]
Furthermore, using
\[
(1 + s_{24} + s_{34})I_{27} - s_{24}I_{28} = s_{14}I_{30} + s_{45}I_{31}, \\
(1 + s_{23} + s_{34})I_{28} - s_{23}I_{27} = -s_{13}I_{32} - s_{35}I_{33}
\]
and in particular their difference, which manifestly cancels the \((1 + t_2)^{-1}\) tachyon pole
\[
(1 + s_{23} + s_{24} + s_{34})(I_{27} - I_{28}) = s_{14}I_{30} + s_{45}I_{31} + s_{13}I_{32} + s_{35}I_{33}
\]
allows (B.11) to be rewritten in terms of unproblematic single-pole integrals:
\[
(R_{234} V_1 V_5 V_6) R_1 + (R_{243} V_1 V_5 V_6) R_2 \\
+ \left[ D_{34}(k^3 \cdot A^2) + D_{23}(k^2 \cdot A^4) - D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 (s_{14}I_{30} + s_{45}I_{31}) \\
- \left[ D_{34}(k^4 \cdot A^2) - D_{23}(k^2 \cdot A^4) + D_{24}(k^2 \cdot A^3) \right] V_1 V_5 V_6 (s_{13}I_{32} + s_{35}I_{33}).
\]

B.4. Momentum expansion of the \( F_i \) integrals

Here we list the momentum expansion of the \( F_i \) integrals in our end result (1.1) for the six-point amplitude. The first three integrals \( F_{1,2,3} \) (and their parity images) multiply superfield kinematics of type \( (T_{ij} T_{kl} T_{mn}) \). Their field-theory contribution is of order \( O(s_{ij}^{-3}) = O(k^{-6}) \), then the first superstring corrections \( O(s_{ij}^{-1}) = O(k^{-2}) \) and \( O(s_{ij}^0) = O(k^0) \) are multiplied by the transcendental numbers \( \zeta(2) \) and \( \zeta(3) \) respectively.\(^\text{10}\) More precisely, only \( F_1 \) has a non-zero field-theory limit, and the superstring corrections \( \sim \zeta(2) \), \( \zeta(3) \) have no more than two poles at the same time reflecting the fact that they represent contact interactions. \( F_3 \) is even limited to single poles.

The remaining integrals \( F_4 \) to \( F_{10} \) associated with \( (T_{ijk} E_{lmn}) \) kinematics have an additional power of Mandelstam invariants in their field-theory, \( \zeta(2-) \) and \( \zeta(3-) \)-terms, in order to compensate the \( s_{ij}^{-1} \) within the definition of \( E_{lmn} \). Once again, we find a hierarchy in their pole structure:

\(^\text{10}\) The field-theory and \( \zeta(2) \) parts of the \( I_{ij} \) are odd in the \( s_i, t_i \) whereas the \( \zeta(3) \) correction is even. That is why one has to be careful about the sign convention of the Mandelstam variables. The \( s_i, t_i \) in the present paper as well as Refs. [25, 27] have to be replaced by \( -s_i, -t_i \) for comparison with [21–23].
The first three integrals $F_4$, $F_5$, $F_6$ have two kinematic poles in their field-theory limit and mostly single poles in their $\zeta(2)$, $\zeta(3)$ corrections. The few exceptional double poles in these higher order contributions say $s_{s_3 s_3}^{(2)}$ in $F_4$ are decorated by numerators which cancel both poles in the associated $E_{ijk}$, e.g. $s_{s_3 s_3}^{(2)} E_{s_4 s_5} = s_5 T_{s_5} V_6 + s_4 V_4 T_{s_5}$. The integrals $F_7$, $F_8$ have single poles only from the beginning, and $F_9$, $F_{10}$ are even completely regular and start at $\zeta(3)$.

There is an infinite tower of higher order corrections in the momenta, i.e. higher orders in $\alpha'$, along with multi-zeta values (MZVs) which we do not display here:

\[
F_1 = -\int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \sum_{i<j} \frac{|s_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}}}{s_6} \left( \frac{s_{12}}{z_2 z_3 z_{45}} + \frac{s_{13}}{z_2 z_3 z_{45}} \right) \\
= \frac{1}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + \zeta(2) \left( \frac{t_1}{s_2 s_4 s_6} - \frac{t_1}{s_2 s_4 s_6} - \frac{s_5}{s_2 s_4 s_6} - \frac{t_1}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + \frac{1}{s_4 s_6} - \frac{s_2}{s_4 s_6} - \frac{s_1}{s_4 s_6} \right) \\
+ \zeta(3) \left( \frac{t_1^2}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + \frac{s_6 t_2}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + 2 \frac{t_1 t_2}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + \frac{t_1^2}{s_2 s_4 s_6} - \frac{s_2}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + \frac{s_4 t_1}{s_2 s_4 s_6} - \frac{s_4 s_5}{s_2 s_4 s_6} - \frac{t_2^2}{s_2 s_4 s_6} + \frac{t_1 t_3}{s_4 s_6} + \frac{t_2^2}{s_4 s_6} + \frac{t_1}{s_4 s_6} - \frac{2 t_2}{s_6 s_6} + \frac{2 t_1}{s_6 s_6} - \frac{2 t_2}{s_6 s_6} - \frac{2 s_2}{s_6 s_6} \\
+ \frac{2 s_2}{s_6} - \frac{s_2}{s_4 s_6} - \frac{s_1 t_3}{s_4 s_6} + \frac{s_1}{s_4} - \frac{s_1}{s_4} + \frac{s_1^2}{s_4 s_6} + \ldots, \right.
\\
F_2 = -\int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \sum_{i<j} \frac{|s_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}}}{s_6} \left( \frac{s_{14}}{z_2 z_3 z_{41} z_{31}} + \frac{s_{13}}{z_2 z_3 z_{41} z_{31}} \right) \\
= \zeta(2) \left( \frac{t_2}{s_3 s_6} + \frac{s_5}{s_3 s_6} - \frac{s_1}{s_3 s_6} \right) + \zeta(3) \left( \frac{t_2 t_3}{s_3 s_6} - \frac{t_2}{s_3 s_6} - \frac{t_2}{s_3 s_6} + \frac{s_5 t_3}{s_3 s_6} + \frac{s_5}{s_3} \right) \\
+ \frac{s_5^2}{s_3 s_6} + \frac{t_1 s_3}{s_6} - \frac{t_1 s_3}{s_6} + s_6 - \frac{s_1 t_3}{s_3 s_6} - \frac{2 s_1 t_2}{s_3 s_6} - \frac{s_1}{s_3} + \frac{2 s_1}{s_6} - \frac{s_1}{s_6} + \frac{s_1^2}{s_6} + \ldots, \right.
\\
F_3 = -\int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \sum_{i<j} \frac{|s_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}}}{s_6} \left( \frac{s_{14}}{z_2 z_4 z_{41} z_{35}} + \frac{s_{12}}{z_2 z_4 z_{41} z_{35}} \right) \\
= \zeta(2) \left( \frac{t_3}{s_6} + \frac{2 t_2}{s_6} + \frac{3 t_1}{s_6} - \frac{s_5}{s_6} + \frac{s_4}{s_6} + \frac{s_5}{s_6} - \frac{2 s_2}{s_6} - \frac{2 s_1}{s_6} \right) + \ldots, \\
\\
F_4 = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \sum_{i<j} \frac{|s_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}}}{s_6} \left( \frac{s_{45}}{z_2 z_3 z_{41} z_{45}} \right) \\
= \frac{1}{s_1 t_1} + \zeta(2) \left( \frac{s_4}{s_1} - \frac{t_1}{s_1} - \frac{s_4 s_5}{s_1 t_1} - \frac{s_2}{t_1} \right) + \zeta(3) \left( \frac{s_4 t_1}{s_1} - \frac{t_2}{s_1} - \frac{t_1 t_3}{s_1} - \frac{s_4 s_5^2}{s_1 t_1} \right) \\
+ \frac{t_2^2}{s_1} - \frac{s_2}{s_1} + \frac{2 s_3 s_4}{s_1 t_1} - \frac{s_2}{t_1} - \frac{s_4 s_5}{s_1 t_1} - \frac{s_2}{t_1} - \frac{s_2}{t_1} + \frac{s_4 s_5}{s_1} - \frac{1}{s_1 t_1} + \frac{t_1 t_3}{s_1} + \frac{s_4 s_5^2}{s_1 t_1} + \ldots, \right.
\\
F_5 = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \sum_{i<j} \frac{|s_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}}}{s_6} \left( \frac{1}{z_2 z_3 z_{41} z_{41}} \right) \\
= -\frac{1}{s_2 t_2} + \zeta(2) \left( \frac{t_2}{s_2} + \frac{t_1}{s_2} - \frac{1}{s_2} - \frac{s_5}{s_2} + \frac{s_5 s_6}{s_2 t_2} + \frac{s_3}{s_2} + \frac{s_4}{s_2} \right) + \ldots.
\[ + \zeta(3) \left( \frac{t_1^2}{s_2} + \frac{2t_1t_2}{s_2} + \frac{t_2^2}{s_2} - \frac{s_4^2}{s_2} - \frac{s_6^2}{s_2} - \frac{s_5s_6}{s_2} + \frac{s_5^2s_6}{s_2} - \frac{s_6^2}{s_2} + \frac{s_5s_6^2}{s_2} - 2t_2 \right) \\
- t_3 + s_6 - 2s_1 - s_2 + s_3 + \frac{s_2s_3}{t_2} + \frac{s_3^2}{t_2} + \frac{s_4t_1}{s_2} + \frac{2s_4t_2}{s_2} - \frac{s_4s_5}{s_2} + \frac{s_4^2}{s_2} + \cdots. \]

\[ F_6 = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^{6} |z_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}} \frac{s_{12}}{z_{21}z_{34}z_{35}} \]

\[ = -\frac{1}{s_3t_3} + \zeta(2) \left( \frac{s_5}{s_3} + \frac{s_1}{s_3} + \frac{s_{186}}{s_3t_3} + \frac{s_4}{t_3} - 1 \right) + \zeta(3) \left( \frac{s_5t_3}{s_3} + \frac{s_2^2}{s_3} - \frac{2s_1t_2}{s_3} \right) - \frac{s_1t_3}{s_3} + \frac{s_{13}^2}{s_3t_3} - \frac{s_1}{s_3} + \frac{s_2^2s_6}{s_3t_3} - 2t_1 - t_3 + 2s_1 - s_3 + \frac{s_3s_4}{t_3} + \frac{s_2^2}{t_3} + \cdots, \]

\[ F_7 = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^{6} |z_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}} \frac{s_{14}}{z_{23}z_{25}z_{41}} \]

\[ = -\zeta(2) \frac{s_{14}}{s_2} - \zeta(3) \frac{s_{14}}{s_2} \left( t_1 + t_2 + s_4 + s_5 + s_6 \right) + \zeta(3) s_{14} + \cdots, \]

\[ F_8 = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^{6} |z_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}} \frac{s_{35}}{z_{21}z_{35}z_{41}} \]

\[ = \zeta(2) \frac{s_{35}}{s_1} + \zeta(3) \frac{s_{35}}{s_1} \left( t_1 + t_3 + s_3 + s_4 + s_8 \right) + \cdots, \]

\[ F_9 = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^{6} |z_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}} \frac{s_{14}}{z_{25}z_{35}z_{41}} = \zeta(3) s_{14} + \cdots, \]

\[ F_{10} = \int dz_2 \int dz_3 \int dz_4 \prod_{i<j}^{6} |z_{ij}|^{-s_{ij}} \frac{s_{35}}{z_{24}z_{35}z_{41}} = 2 \zeta(3) s_{35} + \cdots. \]

Appendix C. Six-point subamplitudes and extended BCJ relations

In this appendix we display the parametrization of the remaining 21 partial subamplitudes:

\[ A(1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 6) = \]

\[ A(1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6) = \]

\[ A(1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6) = \]

\[ A(1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6) = \]
\[
A(1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 6) = -\frac{n_1(2354)}{s_{12354}5_{1146}} + \frac{n_2(2534)}{s_{25345}1_{1254}} + \frac{n_3(2534)}{s_{12534}5_{125}} + \frac{n_4(2534)}{s_{12546}5_{125}} + \frac{n_5(2534)}{s_{25465}1_{125}}
\]

\[
A(1, 2, 5, 4, 3, 6) = -\frac{n_1(2453)}{s_{12354}5_{1146}} + \frac{n_2(2534)}{s_{25345}1_{1254}} + \frac{n_3(2534)}{s_{12534}5_{125}} + \frac{n_4(2453)}{s_{12546}5_{125}} + \frac{n_5(2534)}{s_{25465}1_{125}}
\]

\[
A(1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6) = -\frac{n_1(3245)}{s_{13245}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_2(2345)}{s_{23456}5_{1245}} + \frac{n_3(3245)}{s_{13345}1_{123}} + \frac{n_4(3245)}{s_{23546}5_{123}} + \frac{n_5(2345)}{s_{13356}1_{123}}
\]

\[
A(1, 3, 2, 5, 4, 6) = -\frac{n_1(3245)}{s_{13245}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_2(2345)}{s_{23456}5_{1245}} + \frac{n_3(3245)}{s_{13345}1_{123}} + \frac{n_4(3245)}{s_{23546}5_{123}} + \frac{n_5(2345)}{s_{13356}1_{123}}
\]

\[
A(1, 3, 4, 2, 5, 6) = -\frac{n_1(3245)}{s_{13245}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_2(2345)}{s_{23456}5_{1245}} + \frac{n_3(3245)}{s_{13345}1_{123}} + \frac{n_4(3245)}{s_{23546}5_{123}} + \frac{n_5(2345)}{s_{13356}1_{123}}
\]

\[
A(1, 3, 4, 5, 2, 6) = -\frac{n_1(3245)}{s_{13245}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_2(2345)}{s_{23456}5_{1245}} + \frac{n_3(3245)}{s_{13345}1_{123}} + \frac{n_4(3245)}{s_{23546}5_{123}} + \frac{n_5(3245)}{s_{13356}1_{123}}
\]

\[
A(1, 3, 5, 2, 4, 6) = -\frac{n_1(3254)}{s_{13254}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_2(3524)}{s_{25345}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_3(3524)}{s_{13345}1_{123}} + \frac{n_4(3524)}{s_{23546}5_{123}} + \frac{n_5(3524)}{s_{13356}1_{123}}
\]

\[
A(1, 3, 5, 2, 4, 6) = -\frac{n_1(3254)}{s_{13254}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_2(3524)}{s_{25345}6_{1156}} + \frac{n_3(3524)}{s_{13345}1_{123}} + \frac{n_4(3524)}{s_{23546}5_{123}} + \frac{n_5(3524)}{s_{13356}1_{123}}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
A(1, 3, 5, 4, 2, 6) &= - \frac{n_6'(2354)}{\chi_{16s35s146}} + \frac{n_7'(2453)}{\chi_{16s24s136}} + \frac{n_7'(2534)}{\chi_{16s25s146}} + \frac{n_7'(2543)}{\chi_{16s25s136}}, \\
A(1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 6) &= - \frac{n_6(2345)}{\chi_{14s25s136}} - \frac{n_6(2453)}{\chi_{24s35s146}} - \frac{n_6(2435)}{\chi_{14s25s146}} + \frac{n_7'(2345)}{\chi_{16s24s136}} + \frac{n_7'(2534)}{\chi_{16s25s146}} - \frac{n_7'(2543)}{\chi_{16s25s136}}, \\
A(1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6) &= - \frac{n_6(2345)}{\chi_{14s25s136}} - \frac{n_6(2543)}{\chi_{24s35s146}} + \frac{n_7'(2345)}{\chi_{16s24s136}} + \frac{n_7'(2534)}{\chi_{16s25s146}} - \frac{n_7'(2543)}{\chi_{16s25s136}}, \\
A(1, 4, 5, 2, 3, 6) &= - \frac{n_6(2453)}{\chi_{9s25s136}} - \frac{n_6(2543)}{\chi_{24s35s146}} - \frac{n_7'(2453)}{\chi_{16s24s136}} - \frac{n_7'(2534)}{\chi_{16s25s146}} + \frac{n_7'(2543)}{\chi_{16s25s136}}, \\
A(1, 4, 5, 3, 2, 6) &= - \frac{n_6(2453)}{\chi_{14s26s35}} + \frac{n_7'(2345)}{\chi_{16s24s136}} + \frac{n_7'(2534)}{\chi_{16s25s146}} + \frac{n_7'(2543)}{\chi_{16s25s136}}.
\end{align*}
\]
The remaining 16 extended BCJ relations (4.5) read:

\[ \begin{align*}
A(1, 5, 2, 3, 4, 6) &= \frac{n_1(5234)}{s_{15}^{234} s_{25}^{46}} - \frac{n_2(2534)}{s_{25}^{34} s_{15}^{26}} - \frac{n_3(5234)}{s_{15}^{34} s_{25}^{16}} + \frac{n_4(5234)}{s_{15}^{46} s_{25}^{12}} - \frac{n_5(5234)}{s_{25}^{54} s_{15}^{12}}, \\
A(1, 5, 2, 4, 3, 6) &= \frac{n_1(5234)}{s_{15}^{24} s_{26}^{35}} - \frac{n_2(2534)}{s_{26}^{35} s_{15}^{24}} - \frac{n_3(5234)}{s_{15}^{54} s_{26}^{25}} + \frac{n_4(5234)}{s_{15}^{46} s_{26}^{15}} - \frac{n_5(5234)}{s_{26}^{54} s_{15}^{12}}, \\
A(1, 5, 3, 2, 4, 6) &= \frac{n_1(5234)}{s_{15}^{23} s_{25}^{46}} - \frac{n_2(2534)}{s_{25}^{34} s_{15}^{26}} - \frac{n_3(5234)}{s_{15}^{54} s_{25}^{26}} + \frac{n_4(5234)}{s_{15}^{46} s_{25}^{12}} - \frac{n_5(5234)}{s_{25}^{54} s_{15}^{12}}, \\
A(1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6) &= \frac{n_1(5342)}{s_{15}^{26} s_{24}^{35}} - \frac{n_2(3524)}{s_{24}^{35} s_{15}^{26}} - \frac{n_3(5342)}{s_{15}^{54} s_{24}^{26}} + \frac{n_4(5342)}{s_{15}^{46} s_{24}^{12}} - \frac{n_5(5342)}{s_{24}^{54} s_{15}^{12}}, \\
A(1, 5, 4, 2, 3, 6) &= \frac{n_1(5243)}{s_{15}^{24} s_{23}^{56}} - \frac{n_2(4523)}{s_{23}^{56} s_{15}^{24}} - \frac{n_3(5243)}{s_{15}^{24} s_{23}^{56}} + \frac{n_4(5243)}{s_{15}^{45} s_{23}^{12}} - \frac{n_5(5243)}{s_{23}^{54} s_{15}^{12}}.
\end{align*} \]

Some aspects of the Ansatz, given in Eqs. (4.1), (4.2) and (C.1), have also been discussed in [39,42]. The remaining 16 extended BCJ relations (4.5) read:

\[- \frac{X_1}{s_{12}^{56}} + \frac{X_2}{s_{23}^{56}} + \frac{X_3}{s_{12}^{56}} + \frac{X_4}{s_{25}^{36}} - \frac{X_5}{s_{56}^{34}} - \frac{X_6}{s_{56}^{12}} - \frac{X_7}{s_{12}^{56}} + \frac{X_8}{s_{56}^{12}} - \frac{X_9}{s_{12}^{56}} + \frac{X_{10}}{s_{25}^{36}} + \frac{X_{11}}{s_{25}^{36}} - \frac{X_{12}}{s_{12}^{56}} - \frac{X_{13}}{s_{12}^{56}} - \frac{X_{14}}{s_{25}^{36}} - \frac{X_{15}}{s_{25}^{36}} - \frac{X_{16}}{s_{12}^{56}} = 0,\]
Above, the one hundred numerator triplets $X_i$ are defined as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
X_1 &= n_1(2345) - n_4(2345) + n_4(2435), \\
X_2 &= n_2(2345) - n_5(2345) + n_5(2354), \\
X_3 &= n_3(2345) - n_4(2345) + n_4(2345), \\
X_4 &= -n_1(4235) + n_5(2345) - n_6(2345), \\
X_5 &= -n_6(2345) + n_6(2435) + n_7(2345), \\
X_6 &= n'_1(2345) - n'_2(2345) + n'_3(2354), \\
X_7 &= n'_2(2345) - n'_2(2345) - n'_3(2345), \\
X_8 &= n'_4(2345) - n'_4(2345) + n'_5(2354), \\
X_9 &= n'_6(2345) - n'_7(2345) + n'_7(2345), \\
X_{10} &= -n_1(2354) + n_3(2345) + n'_2(2345), \\
X_{11} &= n'_1(2345) + n'_5(2354) - n'_6(2354), \\
X_{12} &= n_2(2345) - n_3(2345) + n_3(4235), \\
X_{13} &= -n_4(2345) + n_4(4235) + n_5(2345), \\
X_{14} &= -n_7(2354) + n'_5(4235) + n_6(2345), \\
X_{15} &= n_6(2354) - n'_5(4235) - n'_7(2354), \\
X_{16} &= n_1(5243) - n_4(5243) + n_4(5423), \\
X_{17} &= n_1(2453) - n_4(2453) + n_4(2543), \\
X_{18} &= -n_4(2453) + n_4(4253) + n_5(2453), \\
X_{19} &= n_3(2534) - n_4(2534) + n_4(2543),
\end{align*}
\tag{C.2}

\begin{align*}
X_{11} &= \frac{X_{59}}{s_{13}s_{24}} - \frac{X_{63}}{s_{13}s_{46}} - \frac{X_{72}}{s_{46}s_{13}} - \frac{X_{85}}{s_{24}s_{13}} - \frac{X_{92}}{s_{23}s_{46}} - \frac{X_{93}}{s_{23}s_{156}} - \frac{X_{94}}{s_{24}s_{156}} = 0, \\
X_{12} &= \frac{X_{67}}{s_{35}s_{61}} + \frac{X_{68}}{s_{35}s_{124}} - \frac{X_{69}}{s_{45}s_{61}} + \frac{X_{78}}{s_{45}s_{146}} - \frac{X_{84}}{s_{14}s_{146}} - \frac{X_{95}}{s_{14}s_{36}} + \frac{X_{96}}{s_{36}s_{45}} = 0, \\
X_{13} &= \frac{X_{70}}{s_{23}s_{123}} + \frac{X_{71}}{s_{23}s_{125}} - \frac{X_{72}}{s_{23}s_{423}} - \frac{X_{73}}{s_{23}s_{146}} + \frac{X_{74}}{s_{23}s_{145}} + \frac{X_{75}}{s_{23}s_{145}} - \frac{X_{76}}{s_{45}s_{146}} - \frac{X_{76}}{s_{45}s_{145}} = 0, \\
X_{14} &= \frac{X_{70}}{s_{23}s_{123}} + \frac{X_{71}}{s_{23}s_{125}} + \frac{X_{72}}{s_{23}s_{125}} + \frac{X_{73}}{s_{23}s_{156}} + \frac{X_{74}}{s_{23}s_{156}} + \frac{X_{75}}{s_{23}s_{156}} - \frac{X_{76}}{s_{23}s_{156}} - \frac{X_{76}}{s_{23}s_{156}} = 0.
\end{align*}

\[X_{20} = n_2(4523) - n_3(4523) + n_3(5423),\]
\[X_{21} = -n_4(4523) + n_4(5423) + n_5(4523),\]
\[X_{22} = n_1(5234) - n_3(5423) - n_3'(5234),\]
\[X_{23} = n_3(5234) - n_4(5234) + n_4(5243),\]
\[X_{24} = -n_2'(5234) + n_2'(5243) + n_3'(5234),\]
\[X_{25} = -n_1(2453) + n_3(2345) - n_3'(2345),\]
\[X_{26} = n_2(2345) - n_3(2345) + n_3(3245),\]
\[X_{27} = -n_4(2345) + n_4(3245) + n_5(2345),\]
\[X_{28} = n_1'(2345) - n_4'(2345) - n_6'(2453),\]
\[X_{29} = n_3(2345) - n_4(2435) + n_4(2453),\]
\[X_{30} = n_1(3245) - n_5(2345) + n_6(2435),\]
\[X_{31} = n_1'(2435) - n_4'(2345) + n_6'(2453),\]
\[X_{32} = n_2(2345) - n_5(2345) + n_5(2543),\]
\[X_{33} = n_6(2543) - n_6'(3245) + n_6'(2543),\]
\[X_{34} = n_7(2453) - n_6'(3245) - n_6'(2453),\]
\[X_{35} = n_1(2354) - n_4(2354) + n_4(2534),\]
\[X_{36} = -n_4(2354) + n_4(3254) + n_5(2354),\]
\[X_{37} = n_6(2354) - n_6(2534) - n_7(2354),\]
\[X_{38} = n_6'(2354) - n_4'(2354) + n_6'(2534),\]
\[X_{39} = n_1'(2354) - n_7'(2534) + n_7'(2543),\]
\[X_{40} = n_2(2354) - n_5(2534) + n_5(2543),\]
\[X_{41} = n_6(2543) - n_6'(3254) - n_6'(2543),\]
\[X_{42} = n_1(3254) - n_5(2534) + n_6(2534),\]
\[X_{43} = n_1(2345) - n_3(2345) - n_3'(2345),\]
\[X_{44} = n_7(3452) - n_6'(2345) + n_4'(2345),\]
\[X_{45} = n_6(3452) - n_6'(2345) + n_6'(2345),\]
\[X_{46} = -n_2(2534) + n_2(3425) + n_1'(2534),\]
\[X_{47} = n_1(3254) - n_3(3425) - n_3'(3254),\]
\[X_{48} = n_3(3245) - n_4(3245) + n_4(3254),\]
\[X_{49} = -n_3(3425) + n_4(3425) - n_4(3452),\]
\[X_{50} = -n_2(3425) + n_5(3425) - n_5(3452),\]
\[X_{51} = n_1(3452) - n_3(3245) + n_3'(3245),\]
\[X_{52} = n_1(2345) - n_5(3425) - n_7(2345),\]
\[X_{53} = -n_6'(2453) + n_7'(2453) - n_7'(2543),\]
\[X_{54} = n_1'(2534) + n_5'(2345) - n_6'(2453),\]
\[ X_{55} = n_1(3245) - n_4(3245) + n_4(3425), \]
\[ X_{56} = -n'_2(3245) + n'_2(3254) + n'_3(3245), \]
\[ X_{57} = n_6(3542) - n'_2(3254) + n'_3(2354), \]
\[ X_{58} = -n_2(2435) + n_2(3524) + n'_1(2435), \]
\[ X_{59} = n_1(3245) - n_3(3524) - n'_2(3245), \]
\[ X_{60} = -n_3(3524) + n_4(3524) - n_4(3542), \]
\[ X_{61} = -n_2(3524) + n_4(3524) - n_5(3542), \]
\[ X_{62} = n_1(2354) - n_5(3524) - n_7(2354), \]
\[ X_{63} = n_1(3254) - n_4(3524) + n_4(3524), \]
\[ X_{64} = -n_2(3245) + n_2(4523) + n'_1(2345), \]
\[ X_{65} = -n_1(4235) + n_3(4523) + n'_2(4235), \]
\[ X_{66} = -n_3(4235) + n_4(4235) - n_4(4253), \]
\[ X_{67} = n_1(4352) - n_3(4235) + n'_3(4235), \]
\[ X_{68} = -n_3(4523) + n_4(4523) - n_4(4532), \]
\[ X_{69} = -n_2(4523) + n_5(4523) - n_5(4532), \]
\[ X_{70} = n_1(3452) - n_5(4532) - n_7(3452), \]
\[ X_{71} = n_6(3452) - n_6(3542) - n_7(3452), \]
\[ X_{72} = -n_4(3524) + n_4(5324) + n_5(3524), \]
\[ X_{73} = n_4(3542) - n_4(5342) - n_5(3542), \]
\[ X_{74} = n_1(5234) - n_4(5234) + n_4(5324), \]
\[ X_{75} = n_1(5342) - n_4(5342) + n_4(5432), \]
\[ X_{76} = n_3(5423) - n_4(5423) + n_4(5432), \]
\[ X_{77} = n_1(4253) - n_5(2543) + n_6(2543), \]
\[ X_{78} = -n_6(2453) + n_6(2543) + n_7(2453), \]
\[ X_{79} = n_6(2534) - n'_2(4253) - n'_7(2534), \]
\[ X_{80} = n_2(3425) - n_3(3425) + n_3(4325), \]
\[ X_{81} = n_1(4235) - n_4(4235) + n_4(4325), \]
\[ X_{82} = n_4(3425) - n_4(4325) - n_5(3425), \]
\[ X_{83} = n_1(4253) - n_3(4325) - n'_2(4253), \]
\[ X_{84} = -n'_2(4235) + n'_2(4253) + n'_3(4235), \]
\[ X_{85} = n_2(3524) - n_3(3524) + n_3(5324), \]
\[ X_{86} = -n_4(2534) + n_4(5234) + n_5(2534), \]
\[ X_{87} = -n_4(2543) + n_4(5243) + n_5(2543), \]
\[ X_{88} = n_1(5243) - n_5(2453) + n_6(2453), \]
\[ X_{89} = -n_4(3452) + n_4(4352) + n_5(3452), \]
Finally, one can check that the solution to the equations $X_i = 0$ gives rise to 81 independent relations between the 105 numerators $n_i$ such that they can be written in terms of the 24 independent numerators (4.12):

\begin{align}
X_{90} &= n_1(3452) - n_5(3542) + n_6(3542), \\
X_{91} &= n_1(3452) - n_4(3452) + n_4(3542), \\
X_{92} &= -n_1(5234) + n_5(2354) - n_6(2354), \\
X_{93} &= n_6(2345) - n'_2(5234) - n'_2(2345), \\
X_{94} &= n_6(2345) - n'_2(5243) - n'_2(2435), \\
X_{95} &= n_1(4253) - n_4(4253) + n_4(4523), \\
X_{96} &= n_1(2453) - n_5(4523) - n_7(2453), \\
X_{97} &= n_2(2534) - n_3(2534) + n_3(5234), \\
X_{98} &= n_7(2345) - n'_3(5234) - n'_6(2345), \\
X_{99} &= n_4(4532) - n_4(5432) - n_5(4532), \\
X_{100} &= -n_1(5342) + n_5(3452) - n_6(3452). \quad (C.3)
\end{align}

The equalities in (C.4) relating two different kinematic factors $n'_i$ and $n'_j$ follow from the symmetry properties of the BRST building blocks $T_{ijkl}$ and $T_{ijkl}$. For example, to prove the identity $n'_2(2354) = -n'_3(2345)$ one applies the parity transformation $1 \leftrightarrow 5, 2 \leftrightarrow 4$ in the kinematic factors of (4.11) to get $n'_2(2345) = \langle (T_{354} - T_{534}) T_{21} V_6 \rangle$ and $n'_3(2345) = -\langle T_{354} T_{21} V_6 \rangle$. Therefore $n'_2(2354) = \langle (T_{435} - T_{453}) T_{21} V_6 \rangle = \langle T_{354} T_{21} V_6 \rangle = -n'_3(2345)$, where the second equality follows from $T_{ijkl} = T_{ijkl}$. To prove $n'_6(2354) = -n'_4(2435)$ first use the properties $T_{ijkl} = T_{ijkl}, T_{ijkl} = T_{ijkl} + T_{kl[j]} = 0$ to rewrite
\[ n_6(2345) = \langle (T_{1234} - T_{1324} - T_{1423} + T_{1432}) V_5 V_6 \rangle = -(T_{2341} V_5 V_6) \]  
(C.5)

which implies under parity that \( n'_6(2345) = -(T_{4325} V_1 V_6) \). Furthermore, the parity transformation of \( n_4(2345) \) in (4.11) results in \( n'_4(2345) = (T_{5432} V_1 V_6) \) and therefore one finally obtains \( n'_6(2354) = -(T_{5324} V_1 V_6) = -n'_4(4235) \). The other identities in (C.4) are easily shown using similar manipulations.

Appendix D. The three-vertex field-theory diagrams

Finally in this appendix we draw all 14 diagrams involving only three vertices and their corresponding pure spinor superspace expressions.

Fig. 4. The 14 field-theory diagrams and their corresponding pure spinor superspace expressions.
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